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ABSTRACT
This report covers progress on NASA Project HCM-051 to 31 Mar 1981.
Nearly 1000 standard infra-red photographic images have been received
and of these, 273 images have been received on computer compatible
tape (CCT). It proved necessary to digitally enhance the scene contrast
to cover only a select few degrees K over the photographic grey scale
appropriate to the scene-specific range of SST. 178 images have been
so enhanced. Comparisons with sea truth are made and we conclude that
SST, as seen by satellite, does provide a good guide to the ocean
currents and eddies off East Australia, both in summer and winter.
This is in contrast, particularly in summer, to SST mapped by surface
survey, which usually lacks the necessary spatial resolution.
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16. Abstract 	 f
This report covers progress on NASA Project HCM-051 to 31 Mar 1981.
Nearly 1000 standard infra-red photographic images have been received
and of these, 273 images have been received on computer compatible
tape (CCT).	 It proved necessary to digitally enhance the scene contras
to cover only a select few degrees K over the photographic grey scale
appropriate to the scene-specific range of SST. 	 178 images have been
so enhanced.	 Comparisons with sea truth are made and we conclude chat`
SST, as seen by satellite, does provide a good guide to the ocean
currents and eddies off East Australia, both in summer and winter.
This is in contrast, particularly in summer,	 to SST mapped by surface
survey, which usually lacks the necessary spatial resolution.
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The primary aim of this experiment is to determine whether the
Heat Capacity Mapping Mission (HCMM) satellite infra-red (IR) imagery
shows sufficient correlation with oceanographic sub-surface structure in
the western Tasman Sea to provide a method of mapping the major currents
in the area. There are two parts to this : firstly, the imagery must
adequately show the sea surface temperature (SST); secondly, it is
necessary to show that the SST adequately shows the major currents such
as the East Australian Current (EAC) and Tasman Front.
A num-ar of studies elsewhere (e.g. La Violette, Stuart and
Vermillion, 1975) have shown that small changes in the grey shadings in
infrared imagery do represent actual variations in SST- There were some
serious doubts about the second part of this aim, however, particularly
in summer when the interaction between the deep structure and SST can be
hidden by newly warmed water. Further, past classical studies had
indicated that there was little correlation between SST and deep
structure (e.g. Hamon, 1968; Hamon, 1965).
Associated aims of this experiment, dependent on the primary aim
being achieved, are to study the formation and evolution of mesoscale
ocean eddies and to obtain a time series picture of the principal ocean
fronts off East Australia over the period May 1978 - May 1979•
	
The
area covered by HCM imagery for this project is shown in Fig. 1.
2. SATELLITE STANDARD PRODUCT IMAGE DATA RECEIVED TO DATE (31 MAR 81)
An edited list of data for which standad (un-enhanced) images
have been received is given in Apendix C. The list is subdivided on the
basis of image priority and status of computer-compatible tape (CCT)
orders. A total of 952 standard IR photo. images have been filed, of
which 140 have been classified as of no use to this project (priority
"0") and a furtb er 91 images are repeats, leaving 721 images of all
1
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useful priorities (AA, A and t)% Assessment of image r a &	 Lffy
discussed in Appendix A. Fifty eight of these images have been
classified as of "low yield" (marked "R" for reject in the priority
column) because of the small useful area of ocean surface visible,
'leaving a total of 663 IR (non-repeat) useful images of adequate quality
to warrant further processing. The list of 717 images in Appendix C
excludes the priority "0" images, but includes 21 of the repeats and 33
"low yield" images.
The distribution of these 663 images throughout the period May
1978 - May 1979 can be shown in an array of satellite cycle number
(1-25) versus reference day (0-15 within each 16 day cycle). This is
given in Table 1, where the number in each location is the number of
useful IR images for that day. The intervals marked ... correspond to
periods in which sea truth data were obtained. Such sea truth data may
or may not correspond in location to the RCMM imagery.
3. TM NEED FOR CONTRAST ENHANCLiENT
In some cases, for example sceme 124 . 1507-3 which is shown
enhanced as Fig. 9 (images are shown positive, that is cold is white,
warm is black), the oceanographic SST structure can be seen reasonably
adequately in the standard product imagery . In other cases, for
example scene 097-1504-3, no SST structure at all can be determined from
the standard products. That scene is shown as standard and also
enhanced in a previous report (Plates 2 and 3 in HCM-051 Progress Report
to 31 Aug 80, Nilsson at al., 1980b). The crux of the problem lies in
the manner in which the photographic grey scale is assigned. According
to the HCMM User's Guide (Second Revision October 1980 p 86), a radiance
histogram is determined for the whcle scene and upper and lower radiance
values are obtained at the 99.5% and 0.5% cumulative values. A linear
contrast stretch (lower limit - 0, upper limit - 255) is applied to the
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Fig. 1. The area covered by Project HC-M-051•
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Table 1. The distribution of 663 useful standard product images as a
function of satellite cycle and reference day. Cycle 1 Ref.
day 0 is 27 April 1978.
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Table 2.
	
	 Sea truth data obtained wholly or
partly in support of Project H04-051.
The cruises prefixed with "SP" are
CSMO cruises using R.V. SPRIGRTLY.
The western boundary of each cruise
area is assumed to be the east coast
of Australia; "EAST LONG" is the
approximate eastern boundary of the
cruise or survey areas.
S
data before image generation. Now, with reference to the original
radiance values 0-255, if the image contains appreciable cloud, as is
generally the case, the lower limit vill often be close to 0 (KC4
temperatura 260.0 K). For images of use to this project, the upper
limit will be set by the warmest SST. Typically this will be 285 K,
being warmest for the northernmost images. The grey scale is uniformly
divided into sixteen steps between the upper and lower limits. For
scene 097-1504-3 (no SST structure visible) the standard image was
spread across 1-66 (260.5 - 286.1 K), that is across 25.6 K, whereas for
scene 124-1507-3, the cloud was apparently lower and the 0.5% limits
were 11-59 (264.9 - 283.6 K). Thus the gray scale :overed a temperature
range of 18.7 K. Obviously, the smaller this range, the more chance of
seeing SST structure in the standard product. This therefore depends on
the latitude of the image, the intensity of the oceanographic fronts and
the presence or otherwise of high level cloud. Even in favourable
circumscances, the best one can hope for is about 1 R per grey scale
step (i.e. 1/16 total range).
Having seen something in the image, one then faces the problem of
communicating this to other people. Ultimately, this involves
reproducing the image, generally through a half -tone to some final
printing/copying process. One is luckly to and up with 4-5 discernable
tones in the finished product. At this level, the standard images will
only (on reproduction) shows fronts of at least 4 K, which is
insufficient by about a factor of 4. Our present understanding of the
oceanography of the LAC area is such that one needs to see down to 0.3 K
and be able to reproduce for widespread viewing changes of 1 K.
The images reproduced in thin report have all been enhanced at
0.33 K per gray scale step. The useful portion of the grey scale at the
time the enhanced image is studied covers about 10 steps. The reader
may decide for him/hsrself how many separable steps have survived the
(
reproduction process in this document.
f
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Enhancement at 0.33 K per step a"= reasonable for ROM imagery.
The nominal noise figure for the data (incl. telemetry) is 0.4 K.
Allowing for the fact that the eye will Inte grate over a numbs of
pixels, so reducing the apparent noise level, out should be able to
enhance down to or below the nominal noise figure. Noise -.an be seen
across the priniepal eddy (eddy J) in Fig. 14 0 but it is not obtrusive.
At any given latitude, the spread of SST across the 800 km of image
width is typically about 3-4 K. Thus a black and white image can be
generated with about 9-12 gray scale steps (between black and whits) st
0.33 C per stop covering that range of SST. The picture is complicated
by the fact that SST varies with latitude and a HOW image covers a
little more than 6 latitude. In the EAC area, the SST might change up
to S K with This latitude change. To accommodate this change with
latitude, superimposed on which there is the 3-4 K mesoscale variation,
most of the images enhanced early in the project were dons at 0.5 K per
gray scale step. That is, for each image a suitable mid-range
tasWerature (ITT) was obtained from the CCT and the image was digitally
enhanced such that 10 - MRT-7.0 K and 235 - ?W +2.5 K. Details of this
procedure were given in the first RCM-051 Progress Report (Nilsson at
al. pp 28-30, 1980a). Such a process resulted in the useful portion of
the grey scale covering about 10 steps over the range (at 0.5 K per
step) MRT t 2.5 K.
	 It was apparent, however, that even high*r
coustrast was needed for successful reproduction of many of the SST
features of interest.	 For example, in Saction 8 we discuss eddy F,
visible in Fig • 14 as a r14 of slightly warmer water about 250 ka
diameter centred about 36 : 30 S 152 E. This ring was only barely
visible to the trained eye when the image was first enhanced at 0.5 K
i
	
7
per step, but becomes moderately clear at 0.33 K per step.
The best mid-range temperature (*M) to use will generally
decrease with increasing latitude for any given image. It is not a
rapid :unction - about 0.6 K per degree of latitude would be typical.
Fig- 2 shows the mean temperatures in August down 160 E at 25m and 250m
depth. At 25m (say SST), the mean temperature drops 9 C in 15
latitude. Note that apparent ROM temperatures will be about 10 C less
than these, because of the 5.5 C calibration offset and about 4 C loss
through atmospheric absorbtion.
If we consider the HCMM images in their - uncut' form, that is, as
a continuous 800 km wide swath from 25 S to 45 S, it is clear that no
single 2MT value will accommodate the necessary contrast enhancement.
The solution is to allow the MRT value to vary continuously with
latitude - this is simply the equivalent of removing the overall trend
in temperature with latitude and leaving, for enhancement, the mesoscaie
anomalies. The first crude approximation of this is to use separate
but constant :4rT values for each image (decreasing with higher latitude)
which at least leaves each separate image with a grey scale that is the
equivalent of an absolute temperature scale. At 0.33 K per grey scale
step, however, as we have seen, each image covers too much latitude for
the dynamic range of a black and white photographic image. Also, if we
attempt to recreate the original uncut image (2200 x 800 km) by placing
successive enhanced images together, the grey scales will not match at
the boundaries. If, however, we allow MRT to vary continuously with
latitude, these problems are solved. Consider the pair of scenes
125-1523-3 (Fig. 10) and 125-1525-3 (Fig. 11). In scene 125-1523 the
MRT value has varied linearly from 9.3 C (HODI temperature) at the top
of the image down to 7.7 C at the bottom. The next scene, 125-1525-3
(Fig. 11) has been anhanced around a `iRT value which varied from 7.7 C
at the top of the image (to match the boundary
''
 with the preceding image)
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Fig. 2. Temperatare variations with latitude down 160°E (from USSR
Atlas). Data from CSrRO Cruise SP 11178 are superimposed.
Note the high va^ue of T2S followed by the sharp drop in
T250 
at about 32 S as the Tasman Front is crossed.
9
down to 5.3 C at the bottom. By doing this, note that both images show
the SST variations within a useful part of the grey scale both at the
top and bottom of the images. The price of this technique is that the
grey scale no longer represents a simple absolute temperature range, but
rather one that varies with latitude. The image is no longer a simple
representation of absolute temperature, but rather one of temperature
anomaly.
Images so enhanced have the caption reading "mrt varying from...
to ... deg". All the images shown here have used 0.33 C per grey scale
step. The power of this technique to show the SST structure down the
whole image is illustrated well by Fig. 7, which utilises a change of
3.3 K in !,= . Even a change in MRT of 5 K from top to bottom of oze
image is only a change of 0.0035 K per line. We have stepped the .4t1
value every 20 lines, which, for such a change, amounts to steps of only
0.07 K. These steps are obviously not visible on the resultant images.
As outlined above, the MRT value is constrained to a constant
gradient with latitude down each image, generally changing gradient at
the north/south boundaries of each image. While the real variation of
mean temperature with latitude can quite reasonably be approximted in a
piecewise linear manner, the changes of gradient in general will not
best be made at the arbitrary boundaries of each image. For example, in
Fig. 11, the warmest SST occurs in the eddy about halfway down the
image. The result of allowing the . ' value to decrease linearly from
the bottom value of the preceding image (Fig. 10), that is 7 7 C, to the
bottom value of the image in question (Fig. 11), that is 5.3 C, is to
have an M value of about 6.4 C in the vicinity of the eddy, which is
too low. The image has saturated in the vicinity of the eddy in this
scene, causing loss of detail, particularly near the coast north of the
eddy. Images are now enhanced by allowing the MRT value to vary in a
piecewise linear manner with latitude as before, but its value is
10	 F w R 1; •JALIT'Y
specified at the top, bottom and at some intermediate line number down
the image. Thus changes in MRT gradient (although always keeping `IRT
monotonic with latitude) are allowed at an intermediate line number. In
Fig. 11 for example, a break point in the gradient should ha%jc taken
place halfway down the image, not at the top. We are presently studying
more thoroughly the way in which SST - as observed by RM - varies with
latitude so that the enhancement parameters can be related in a regular
manner with latitude and time of year. This is beyond the scope of
this report.
F P C R QUALITY
5. THE AVAILABLE DATA SET
Table I listed the 663 potentially useful HQ 1M scenes over the
period May 1978 - May 1979 for which CCTs could sensibly be ordered.
However, that number proved too many for either NASA/GSFC to deliver or
for us to process. Hence, although this number was not known to us at
the start of CCT processing, it was quickly apparent that a priority
system would have to be applied. Late in 1979, when only a small
portion of the standard p_oducts had been received, it was simply a
matter of classifying images as "good" or "bad". CCTs were ordered for
"good" images. There were no real guidelines for how many CCTs could be
ordered or processed. Most of the early images processed subsequently
came to be assessed as priority B, the lowest and marginally most common
rating. Early in 1980, when the number of CCTs likely to be ordered was
seriously questioned on both sides, the present three-level priority
system (AA, A and B) was quickly developed. Since then, no more
priority B images have been ordered as CCTs. The highest priority was
assiged on the basis of potential comparison with sea truth data, as is
explained more fully in Appendix A. Such comparisons were held to be
the most important aspect of the project. Standard product data seemed
to arrive in more or less random groups. The same comment applies to
11
CCT data. Attaching priorities to pieces of a jigsaw puzzle of unknown ;t
size and content that are appearing randomly is a very chancy matter.
i
One is never quite sure what will turn out to be important. This is not
meant as a project criticism, rather it is a note of explanation of the
factors that determined the data set of enhanced images available for
this report. The emphasis is on comparison with sea truth rather than
following the most exciting events that we happened to see.
All 178 images enhanced to date are listed is an array of
satellite cycle v. satellite reference day in Table 3. Cycle 1 day 0 is
27 Apr 80. The periods marked . .* indicate when sea truth data were
obtained somewhere. The table has no provision for geographical
location, so in many cases coincidence of position is lacking for
comparison with sea truth.
Table 4 shows the distribution of the 117 useful standard product
images that contain the position 33 S, 153 E which is just offshore of
Sugarloaf Pt. It is in this vicinity that the EAC most often leaves the
coast (Godfrey at al., 1980), so these images are of particular
interest. Because of the position constraint, one can see that certain
reference days are favoured (e.g. ref. 9,10,11) and for others the
ground path does not allow an image (a.g. 7,8). The periods of sea
truth marked in the table have now been selected on the basis of the
survey area containing the position in question, namely 33 S 153 E.
Thus, with respect to the aim of observing the EAC, Table 4 shows the
pertinent standard product data set. If we now confine ourselves to
those images in Table 4 that have been enhanced, the list becomes
restricted to 38 images distributed according to Table 5. Thus, we have
enhanced about one in three of the relevant images and, on the average,
there is one relevant image (sufficiently cloud—free to be useful) every
three days. The enhanced set presently consists of about one image
every nine days distributed preferentially towards the periods of sea
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Table 3. The distribution of the 178 enhanced images as a funtion of
satellite cycle and reference day. Cycle 1 ref. day 0 is
27 April 1978.
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Table 4. The distribution of the 117 useful standard images that contain
the position 33 0 S, 153°E as a function of satellite cycle and
reference day.
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Table 5. The distribution of the 38 enhanced images that contain the
position 33 0S, 153°E as a function of satellite cycle and
reference day.
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Table 6. The distribution of the 97 useful standard images that contain
the position 330 S, 1SV E as a function of satellite cycle and
reference day.
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Table 7. The distribution of the 33 enhanced images that contain the
position 33°S, 159°E as a function of satellite cycle and
reference day.
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truth. Ten of the images reproduced in this report are from this set.
If we consider an area further east, say 33 S 139 E, share are 97
useful scenes distributed as shown in Table 6. It is in this area that
we would be look to track the Tasman Front away from land. Again, about
one in three of these have been enhanced, namely 33 scenes distributed
as shown in Table 7. Note that the sea truth is such more limited than
that closer to land. Table 6 shows the distribution of scenes that we
might hope to use to map the Tasman Front, Table 7 indicates that we
presently hold an insufficient number for a useful time series.
6. THE OCEANOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENT EAST OF AUSTRALIA.
The oceanography of the western part of the Tasman Sea, adjacent
to thee south-eastern coast of Australia, is dominated by the East
Australian Current (EAC) and intense warm-core mesoscale eddies. The
formation and evolution of several of these eddies were closely studied
over the period August 1976 - February 1978 by Nilsson and Crsoswell
(1980) using satellite-tracked buoys and ship surveys. The pattern of
eddy formation observed is illustrated in Fig. 3. Three eddies,
labelled A, B and C, formed by three poleward meanders of the EAC
pinching off over an eighteen month period. Eddy A appeared to escape
to the south-east from the system, but eddy B coalesced with the EAC
after about eleven months of mostly independent existence and eddy C
only survived as a separate entity for a few months at the most. The
Tasman Front marks the boundary between the Coral Sea and the cooler
Tasman Sea.
Stanton (1976) studied the relationship between the Mid-Tasman
Convergence (since called the Tasman Front by Denham and Crook (1976))
and the winter circulation near the Norfolk Ridge. Ha states "A strong
zonal flow along the Mid-Tasman Convergence was observed which in many
ways supports Warren's (1970) hypothesis of a zonal jet connecting part
18
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of the East Australian Current to the weaker western boundary currents
off the east coast of New Zealand." Recent work by Andreas, Lawrence
4nd Nilsson (1980) shows that indeed part of the RAC flaw meanders east
around 30-34 S to north of New Zealand and fares the Tasman Front.
Stanton examined the front in terms of barotropic Rossby wave theory
and, using the dispersion relationship of Longuet-Higgins (1964)
calculated a theoretical westward phase velocity component of 2.8 cm s-1
at latitude 33 S. He compared that value favourably with an sstimated
westward frontal movement of 3.3 cm s-1 found from a short period of
observations. However, there was nothing to suggest that the observed
frontal movement was anything but baroclinic, hence the a uparison was
not strictly valid.
Andrews, Lawrence and Nilsson looked at the Tasman I:ont in terms
of a linear baroclinic wave model. The westward phase speed at 35 S was
calculated to be about 1.6 cm s-1, but they concluded that non-linar
processes were important in any dynamical interpretation of the Tasman
Front, so the calculated phase speed could be in error. The importance
of non-linearity near the East Australian coast has also been stressed
by Godfrey (private communication, 1979). Motions of the EAC front near
East Australia have frequently been observed in various directions,
particularly south, at speeds up to 15 km day-1 (e.g. during the
formation of both eddy A and eddy B).
Stanton (1976) found an average meander wavelength of 240 km.
Andrews et al. found the zonal wavelength to be about 370 km. If we
accept about 300 km for a mean wavelength and assume a westward
propagation speed of 2.0 cm s-1 we find a mean period for the westward
propagation of about 170 days, that is, about the period observed for
eddy formation 1976-78.
A simple picture of eddy formation off East Australia along these
lines is shown in Fig. 4. Referring to that figure, the westward phase
20
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Fig. 1— An illustration of how the westward propagation of the Tasman
Front might control the flow of the EAC and cause warm-core
eddies to pinch off. From Nilsson and Cresswell, 1980.
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propagation of the baroclinie wave is constrained by the last Australia
-	 boundary. The wave crest C propagates westward to cause the meander B
to pinch-off and form a closed and separate eddy. The EAC front AC
reforms north of the eddy and the process begins again. Occasionally
northerly currents are reported along the shelf edge (e.g. Pearce, 1978)
around latitude 32 S and such reverse currents could well be
manifestations of phase reversal following the eddy pinch-off.
Furthermore, as the phase of the wave near the East Australian coast is
largely restricted tq a near north-south flow, one can easily visualize
that the most intense eddies will be those that pinch-off next to the
coast. The wave motion will be most non-linear adjacent to the coast
and the production of eddies can be regarded as a result of that
non-linearity, somewhat analogous to waves breaking. Further eastward
the waves are free ti- move westward and so, if eddies do separate from
the wavefront, they will be of lesser intensity. Also as only warm
closed eddies appear to form next to the coast, there will be a tendency
for cool cyclonic eddies to form half a wavelength further out.
We expect the EAC and its continuation, the Tasman Front, to
appear as a surface temperature front all year round because warmer
water is being moved southward and eastward into cooler surrounds. It
has also been shown that, due to heat loss to the atmosphere, the core
regions of separated eddies will show a positive surface temperature
anomaly in winter of as much as 3 C (Nilsson and Cresswell, 1980). roe
would thus expect to see these quite clearly in the HCM data. In
summer, however, new surface heating will tend to hide sub-surface
oceanic structure. The ability to determine sub-surface structure from
surface thermal data basically depends on the degree to which the
surface interacts with the deep structure. `ion-advective interaction is
stronger in winter in a cooling situation (convective mixing) than in
summer (surface heating). However, changes in deep temperature
22
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structure will give rise to associated currents that result in
advectioa. This in turn will generally give rise to chgnges in surface
temperature regardless of the season. It is a historical fact, however,
that in the EAC area surface temperatures have not been regarded as a
good guide to dynamic topography (e.g. Ramon, 1968).
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Six oceanographic surveys by ships in the Tasman Sea in support
of flCM-051 were undertaken by the Australian Defence Science and
Technology Organisation (DSTO). Four surveys by Royal Australian Air
Force Orion aircraft in direct support of HC1-051 using air expendable
bathythermographs (AXBTs) were carried out, three of these successfully.
In addition, the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization (CSIRO) carried out twelve research cruises during the HC'N
period to study the Tasman Front and its associated warm-core eddies.
These surveys are listed in chronological order in Table 2.
In the following presentation, the results of sea truth surveys
are shown in the form of overlays to the appropriate HC01 images. In
each case the sea truth data have bean plotted to the same scale as the
HC:44 images, namely Hotine Oblique Mercator.	 Fig. 5a. shows the
dynamic topography D(011300) ascertained from the CSIRO cruise SP9/78
over the period 8-19 June 1978. As in the case of an atmcspheric
isobaric contour map, the strength of the geostrophic flow (current) is
proportional to the gradient of the dynamic height and is parallel to
the contours. Historically, the main axis of the EAC is reckoned to be
in the neighbourhood of the 190 dyn cm level, which corresponds
approximately to the contour where the temperature at 250m depth T250
15 C.
RCM image 047-0347-2 for 12 Jun 78 is shown as Fig. 5b. as
with all the images shown here, cold is white and warm is dark. Clouds
23
are completely white; a night-time image (GMT 1400-1530) generally has
the cooler land enhanced to white whereas for a daytime image (GMT
0300-0430) the land is generally warmer than the sea and usually is	 •
enhanced to black. To avoid confusion, unless otherwise stated,
temperatures referred to will be RQ1M apparent temperatures which, over
the sea, are about 10 C cooler than the true sea-surface temperatures
(SST). This difference is comprised of a nominal 5.5 C instrument
offset on the cool side (Barnes and Price, 1980) and usually more than 4
C atmospheric absorbtion.
Fig. 5 shows that the dynamically high area (D >190 dyu cm)
correlates well with the tongue of warmer Coral Sea water (dark)
extending south into the cooler Tasman (light). Eight days later on 20
Jun 78 (Fig. 6b) the warm tongue of water still correlates closely with
the same cruise data. In this instance, it appears that the tongue was
mainly stationary over the period 12-20 June and the cruise data are
f
reasonably synoptic.
Fig. 7a shows the SST plotted from 3$T data from CSIRO cruise
SP11/78 5-18 Aug 78. The data were obtained by Hamon and Golding
(private communication) and contoured by us quite independently of the
dynamic topography (Fig. 7b). Thirteen days is too long for the data
to be termed synoptic; however in the past oceanographers have had
little choice but to contour the data as if they were. In this case,
Fig. 7a suggests a tongue of warm water adjacent to the shelf and
extending south in the vicinity of 30 S 156 E . The dynamic heights,
however, present a somewhat different picture . Fig. 7b shows the
topography contoured by Ramon and Golding and presented by Boland and
Church (1981). These contours show a strong EAC turning eastward at
about 31 S, 155 E. The flow appeared to split at about 30 S, 158 E and
there appears to be some flow to the north while the remainder meanders
eastward. The shaded area indicates the flow of warm surface water, but
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tl	 it can be seen that this area does not correspond wry well to the
contours drawn only from the SST XBT data in Fig. 7a. In particular,
the SST map contoured by us does not show the warm (>22 C) water
extending south of the E-W section along 31 S. Both the dynamic
topography and the warm water are shown by Ramon and Golding as
extending south of that latitude as does the RCMM image for 10 Aug shown
in Fig. 7c. According to this image, the EAC appears as a meandering
stream flowing much as depicted in Fig. 7b. Bearing in mind that the
data in Fig. 7b are far from synoptic and that a stream of this nature
would be likely to shift around over the period 5-18 Aug, one can
conclude that the flow depicted in Fig. 7b really matches the RCHK image
quite well. The likely explanation for the mismatch between Fig. la and
Fig. 7b is that only XBT data were used in the former, whereas Ramon and
Golding presumably had the benefit of continuously recording
thermosalinograph (TS) data when tracing out the warmer surface flow in
Fig. 7b.
The maximum recorded XBT temperature along latitude 31 S is 21.4
C, recorded in each n ase between the two 21 C isotherms shown as points
B and C in Fig. 7a. Now, the RCSM image shows that the mainstream of
warm surface water is as narrow as 24 km in places, that is, only half
the spacing between XBT stations along 31 S. We conclude that the XBT
sampling was insufficient spatially to properly resolve this flow and
the actual maximum surface temperature was likely higher than 21.4 C.
Thus our hatching of the >22 C water in Fig. 7a gives rise to a slightly
misleading picture. The southernmost extent of the >22 C water, marked
as A, corresponds quite well to the pool near the top of the RCMM image
but not to the mainstream of the EAC. The points that emerge from this
example are quite impo:tant. Firstly, a reasonable pictorial
representation (Fig. 7a) of discrete SST samples, obtained and presented
in a time-honoured manner, gives an inadequate no` to say misleading
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Impression of the true flow. Secondly, the addition of some continuous
data along the ship's track plus, presumably, some consideration of the
dynamic height data, led Hamon and Golding to depict the essential
features of the warm surface flow (Fig. 7b) in a much better manner than
we did at a later date from surface XBT temperatures alone. This is the
type of difference that will arise in practice between contours drawn as
objectively as possible (without all the data) and those drawn by
skilled oceanographers on the spot. Thirdly, we note that the dynamic
topography obtained from the 3BTs alone correlates far better with the
true (RCMM) picture than the pattern of SST also obtained from the same
XBT data. We shall return to this point later.
In the preceding discussion we have not so far questioned the
idea that the RCM image does indeed accurately reflect the true pattern
of SST.	 In the course of studying all the comparative RC-fK data, the
evidence that this is so is extremely strong. Other studies at similar
or reduced resolution support the same conclusion, for example Legeckis,
Legg and Limeburner, 1980.
A RAAF aircraft. made an IMT surrey of Lhe EAC area 29-30 Aug 78.
These instruments perform much as a ship—borne XBT, except the accuracy
of the final temperatures is reduced to about t. 0.5 C absolute. Also,
the probes do not generally record deeper than 350 m, so the calculated
dynamic heights are also not as accurate as those from a 450 m 1®T.
Fig. 8a shows the positions where the probes were launched and the
resultant SST map. The great advantage over a survey by ship is that
the data are synoptic.
The SST contours show a clearly marked front leaving the coast in
the vicinity of Sugarloaf Pt and sweeping SE to 34 S before turning
north. This front can be seen in the images of Fig. 8 and Fig. 10 at
about 19 C. A warm patch lies just offshore from Sydney and a closed
cool pool is evident at about 31 S 158 E. This pattern correlates well
29
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with the dynamic topography shown in Fig. 8b. Thera is a tongue of
dynamically high (warm sub-surface) Coral Sea water protruding into the
Tsaman Sea and spreading towards the SE. The main front in Fig. 8a does
seem to come significantly further south than the 190 dyn cm dynamic
height contour; however the same general shape is evident in both
patterns. The cool patch around 31 S 158 E is associated with a dynamic
low and the warm patch around 35 S 153 E is associated with a dynamic
high. This being the time of winter cooling, these correlations are
expected and reassuring (Nilsson and Cresswell,1980).
The warm eddy around 35 S'153 E can in fact be seen in the
asighbouring HCMM image to the south, 124-1507-3, in Fig. 9 (offshore
from Jervis Bay). This eddy was referred to by Boland and Church as
eddy F.	 Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 confirm all the main features we had
expected to see from satellite images in winter, namely the EAC front
and warm and cool eddies. The oceanography in the area at this time has
been discussed by Andrews, Lawrence and Nilsson (1980).
Smaller scale features are also visible in the satellite ima=ery•
Fig. 9 (124-1507-3) shows cold surface water from Bass Strait forming a
front normal to the coast at about 37 S. This front appears to have
been outflanked by warmer water coming south-west from about 37 S 133 E
and curling around into Bass Strait. The complex advactive patterns
can be soon more clearly the next day on image 125-1525-3 (Fig. 11).
The plums of warm water south of Cape Howe has moved closer to the
coast, showing that these features are stable at least over a few days
and can be traced from day to day. It also appears that this complex of
warm water emanates from the eastern edge of a warm-core eddy that lies
close to the edge of the shelf at about 37 S. This eddy can also be
soon, but not so clearly, in Fig. 9.	 It can be identified with eddy E,
surveyed by Church (Boland and Church, 1981) 15-22 Sep 78.
Now consider another AXBT su rmy of the EAC area, this time in
(W Pow QUMM
summer, on 8 Feb 1979. SST contours, along with AMT positions, are
shown in Fig. 12s. By placing a backing sheet under this figure to hide
parts b and c, the reader may care to try to deduce the likely flow
pattern from these data alone: there appears to be a strong front coming
off the coast just south of Sugarloaf Pt., based only on the
southernmost AMT, and there is a warm patch of water around 33 S, 155
30'1, also based entirely on a single AMT datum. Thus the two
principal features are each based on oolitary data points, which must
call for some caution in Interpretation. Whatever one deducts from Fig.
12a, we suggest that the interpretation is not obvious and certainly the
actual flow pattern dots not immediately spring to mind.
Now, if we turn our attention to the map of dynamic topography
obtained from the same set of AnT data, the situation is quite
different. A ridge of very high dynamic night (>260 dyn cm) extends
southward from 30 S along 155 E. The contours are closely spaced,
suggesting strong currents. One would expect a strong southerly flow
offshore in the neighbourhood of the 153 E meridian. There is clearly a
return northerly flow around 156 E that swings NE at 32 S 136 E and
turns again to the SE at 30 S 158 E. The only reasonable interpretation
of this pattern is that the LAC makes a U-turn from southward flow to
northward flow somewhere south of 34 S; this corresponds to a typical
intrusion of Coral Sea water into the Tasman Sea that apparently occurs
with some regularity around February each year (Nilsson and Cresswell,
1980). On past behaviour, we would expect the neck of wares
(sub-surface) water that is at its narrowest around 32 S to pinch off
and form an eddy.
Now consider the RON image Fig. 12c. In this instance we have a
synoptic survey taken on the same day, 8 Fab, to compare with the IR
image, so both sets of data are synoptic and coincident within a few
hours. The main southward stream seems to be in the vicinity of the
NRFW-
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220-240 dyn cm contours, rather than the usually accepted value of about
190 dyn cm. The ridge is exceptionally warm (dynamically high) and the
surface flow does seem to correspond to the centre of the region of high
dynamic gradient, as one might expect. The return northward flow seems
to be at a slightly lower dynamic height (200-220 dyn cm), indicating
some cross—contour flow and the warm surface water appears to pool at
about 32 S, 155 E, rather than follow the dynamic contour around to the
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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There appears to be a conflict here with the AXBT data. The HCMM
image clearly indicates that the SST at paint C should be close to that
within the stream at point B, namely ` 26.8 C. Yet the recorded AXBT
value at point C is 24.9 C. A check on the recorded data reveals no
obvious error in reduction. By way of comparison, the AXBT temperature
at point A is 26.1 C and the value in between A and B in the cooler
water is 24.7 C. This sequence of values along 33 S, namely 26.1, 24.7
and 26.8 C from A to B agrees quite well with the relative values shown
by the HCM image. In fact, the AXBT point C is just under the cloud
that partly obscures the warm pool in that vicinity, so we cannot say
for certain that there is no cooler surface water within the periphery
of that pool, nor can we say for certain that no stream of warm water is
leaving the pool under cover of the cloud, although both possibilities
look unlikely.
Again, we can see that the Dynamic height contours correlate
better with the flow as seen by HQ1M than does the sea truth SST
pattern. Putting this another way, we conclude that the actual current
flow shows up well in actual SST and IR imagery, even in summer, despite
the relatively weak interaction between deep structure and SST in this
season. We also conclude that the spatial sampling and resultant
contouring at 1 C intervals used to produce Fig. 12a are _nadequate to
represent the real SST structure in thi g region.
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8. OBSERVED FORMATION OF A WAR.^CORE EDDY AND FURTHER COMPARISONS WITH
SEA TRUTH
The U-shaped flow of the EAC shown in Fig. 12 can be seen again
five days later in Fig. 13• Whereas in Fig. 12 there is no apparent NE
flow out of the pool at 32 S„ 155 E on 8 Feb 79, as we might expect
from the dynamic height contours, this flow does show up on 13 Feb in
the ROM image. Indeed, after the U-turn, the NE flow in the latter
image corresponds well to the contours around 200 dym cm obtained on 8
Feb. The HM image now shows a pronounced kink in the flow as it turns
from NW to NE. This flow pattern looks very much like that illustrated
in Fig. 4b, being a prelude to eddy p -.:-1 r+ off.
Sea truth data were obtained at this time. Some surface
temperatures obtained along the ship 's track are shown in Fig. 13a.
Temperature turning points have been annotated with values. The
relevant section of ship's track is the eastward leg out of Sydney 11-13
Feb. The two maxima of 26 . 1 C and 25.7 C correspond well with the EAC
flow observed by NOM and the intervening minima also are consistent
with the image.
Fig. 14 shows on 24 Feb the eddy that has formed from this flow
pattern. The eddy was subsequently the object of considerable physical
and biological reseach by CSIRO and was named eddy J. This image has
been enhanced to 0.33 C per grey scale step and the mid-range
temperature (which corresponds to the 14th step) has been linearly
varied from 14.3 C at the top of the image down to 12.7 C at the bottom.
Reference should also be made to the image 304-0330-2 immediately to the
north, recorded at the same time and shown as Fig. 15. This image has
been enhanced to a similar degree; in this case the reference
temperature varies from 15.3 C ( top) to 14.3 C (bottom), so providing
visual continuity with Fig. 14 ( Scene 304-0328-2).
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Fig. 13a. Ship's track and some values (mainly maxima and minima) of SST
for Cruise K 5a/78 11-17 Feb 1979.
Fig. 13b	 (Over). Enhanced image HCM 293- 0325 -2 for 13 Feb 1979.
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Thus the EAC flows down the coast (Fig. 15) and it would appear
that some of this flow makes a sharp turn to north-east before the
constriction (neck) visible at the top of Fig. 14. The principal flow
around eddy J is counter-clockwise in the vicinity of the main boundary
so clearly delineated in this figure. It is difficult to imagine the
northward flow (on the eastern edge of the eddy) making a turn from
westward to northeastwad at the neck as sharply as Fig. 14 would seem to
require, hence the conclusion that the north-eastward flow indicated at
the bottom of Fig. 15 must largely be the result of part of the
southward EAC flow turning prior to or at the neck . However in this
regard we note the ship's track 25-27 Feb shown in Fig. 17a as an
overlay to the image 305-1435-3. The three current vectors shown off
Sugarloaf Pt were determined on about 27 Feb. The easternmost vector
has been labelled as point E on Fig. 17a. Although the current was
measured three days after the HCM image Fig. 14b, it is surprising that
there is no sign of any eastwards component in the measured vector.
Perhaps the region of the eddy neck moved a little further south during
the period 24-27 Feb, so placing that vector in the southward flow.
The c{.rcumferential flow around the eddy (probably `1 m sec-1)
has entrained cooler water from the south into the eastern section of
the eddy. ,tote that this cool water tails off into a point. This seems
to be a characteristic of such entrainment. There is an interesting
structure to the south of eddy J that seems to be connected, both at the
bottom of eddy J proper (about 35 S, 155:30 E) and by a long stream of
warm water on the eastern edge of both structures. It is necessary to
keep in mind that a constant density on the HCHM image shown here does
not imply constant absolute surface temperature, as the enhancement
reference temperature has decreased 1.7 C from top to bottom of the
image.	 One can also discern a ring of slightly warmer water -250 km
across centred about 36:30 S, 152 E. This is characteristic of a closed
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eddy and the counter-clockwise current associated with it (which
indicates a warm-core closed eddy) can be inferred from the stream of
cooler water entrained by the NW flow in the vicinity of 36 S, 154:30 E.
Thus in this vicinity there is NW flow and 50 km to the north there is
SE flow. Between the two, one can see a small clockwise eddy (open) of
1
warm water marking the main shear zone.
According to the summary of observations of the EAC during 1978
presented by Boland and Church (1981), the southernmost eddy can
probably be identified with the eddy F that was observed by Scott
(unpublished data) at about 36:30'S, 151:4C'E in early December 1978.
Boland and Church report that around 10-13 December *.harm surface water
was present on the northern and western edges of eddy F. Such water
would quickly be carried around the eddy (at about 100 km day- I ) to
form a warm ring such as that in Fig. 14. It should be noted that this
ring is only clearly visible at that degree of contrast enhancement. At
0.5 C/step it is only marginally visible. However the image taken on
the next day, 25 Feb, shown in Fig. 16 (at 0.33 C/step around a lower
reference temperacure)clearly shows eddy F off Cape Howe apparently as a
pool of warm water. Further study of the apparent surface temperatures
across the eddy is need to explain this change of appearance.
Fig. 17b shows the HON image of the western Tasman Sea from
about 26 S to 32 S on 25 Feb 79• The track for cruise K14B/78 (25-27
Feb 79) is given on the overlay Fig. 11a. The cruise track from
Brisbane to Sydney between points C and F was directed to follow the
main flow of the EAC. A Geomagnetic Electric Kinetograph (GEK) was
towed to measure the current velocity, which at times reached 2.0 m
sec-1. It can be seen that this track mostly coincides with the western
edge of the visible stream of warm water shown in Fig. 17b. Some
measured values of SST are shown along the track. Although the image
and the sea truth are not quite coincident in time, the flow along that
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Fig. 15 (Over). Enhanced image HCH 304-0330-2 for 24 Feb 1979.
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Fig. 17a. Ship's track and some values of SST for Cruise K 14b/78 25-27 Feb 1979.
Tice section CF stayed within the main southward flow of the 'UC.
Three GEN current vectors are shown.
Fig. 17b	 (Over) . Enhanced image " 305-1435-3 for 25 Feb 1979.
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_-AL A
...(1)To - Th+ QT
047-0347 12 Jun 78 SP 9/78 `12 Jun 12.8 21.0 8.2
055-1525 20 Jun 78 SP 9/78 - 17 Jun 12.0 21.0 9.0
124-1505 28 Aug 78 AXBT O1 29 Aug 10.4 18.7 8.3
125-1523 29 Aug 78 AZBT 01 29 Aug 9.4 20.0 10.6
288-0332 08 Feb 79 AZBT 03 08 Feb 15.6 26.8 11.2
288-0332 08 Feb 79 AZBT 03 08 Fab 13.1 23.0 9.9
290-1457 10 Feb 79 K 5&/'78 11 Feb 13.5 23.2 9.7
290-1457 10 Feb 79 K 5a/78 11 Feb 15.4 25.5 10.1
293-0325 13 Feb 79 K Sa/78 13 Feb 15.4 24.2 8.8
305-1435 25 Feb 79 K14b /78 25 Feb 14.8 25.0 10.1
Table 8. A comparison of HCHK temperatures (uncorrected
for atmospheric absorbtion) T h with sea truth Ts. 6T
is the difference.
'irstly if we write
is temperature (sea truth) and Th is temperature (recorded by
;hen a simple regression gives
section of the coast above the neck of eddy J has appeared to be fairly
stable, at least over the period 13-25 Feb, as an overlay of Fig. 13 and
Fig. 17 show. Therefore Fig. 17 provides a reasonable direct comparison
of a measured current stream (the EAC) and a HM image in summer.
90 RCMK COMPARISONS WITS MEASU10 SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURES
Table 8 lists 10 comparisons of recorded RCKK temperatures with
measured values of su- urfaca temperatures (SST) . It is clear f roe the
foregoing presentation that a much larger number of comparisons could be
made; for example a series of comparisons is available along the
outgoing easterly leg of cruise K 5A/78 (Fig. 13) or, to a lesser
accuracy, from the AXBT data in Fig. So and image 124-1545-3 (1 day
apart). Also several points are available clear of cloud from the A7DT
data in Fig. 12a and image 288-0332-2 (same day). However, further
comparisons are unlikely to change the main conclusions already apparent
from Table d.
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It should be emphasised that no allowance has been made for atmospheric
absorbtion. Unfortunately we did not know at the time how desirable It
would be to obtain the atmospheric data to make these absorbtion
calculations. However, our crude comparisons do show that the original
5.3 C offset to the cold side was not needed and that, on the average,
about 4•5 C mast be allowed for atmospheric absorbtion. It is also
clear that there is no evidence for a chants in HCHM sensor calibration
of 4.2 C between June and October 1978, as has bean suggested (Price,
private communication, 1980). The relationship (2) also indicates a
postive correlation between AT and Ts, as might be expected. Higher SST
values should result in more water vapour in the atmosphere resulting in
greater absorption. More comparisons could refine this correlation to
advantage, particularly if it could be done separately for different
seasons and latitude bands. One can obtain an estimate of the mean
atmospheric transmittance from (2), namely (in this case) 'C - 0.17.
This results in an effective decrease in the observed gradient of an
oceanographic front, as has bean pointed out by Maul, Webb de Witt,
Yanaway and Baig (1978).
Referring again to RCM image 304-0328-2 shown in Fig. 14, note
the large areas of relatively uniform SST, in particular across the two
addies. Compare this with the mush more complex situation over land.
In order to calibrate the satellite sensor, it would seem that making
use of SST across features such as mososcale eddies would offer
considerable advantages. The diurnal variation is likely to be below
the noise level (c 0.3 K) and the truth area available at constant
temperature is enormous by land standards. With advance notice, one can
obtain the necessary meteorological data from a ship just as well as
from a land station.
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10. OBSERVATIONS OF THE TASMAN FRONT
	 OF PM QUNM
The correspondence between the dynamic topography obtained by
ship and aircraft sue-my in the LAC area and the warm water patterns
visible in the HM imagery has been amply illustrated in the
preceding sections. In many, but not all cases, we can delineate the
Tasman front from the HCHM images. Image 047-0347-2, shown as Fig. 5c,
Is a case in point. fig. 19b shows the Tasman Front clearly visible
through considerable cloud cover 15 days later, illust.ating the value
of the high spatial resolution of HCMM data. The visible boundary
betw:va the Tasman and Coral Sea water in this image has been delineated
on the overlay and labelled according to the image (HCM) day number,
aaaw.Ly 062. We can compare the positions of the front in this manner
from three images around this time, (HCH days 047, 059 and 062). This
is shown in Fig. 19. In<':ed the Tasman Front does seem to exhibit some
westward movement with time. Fig. 20 however, shows a front apparently
moving eastward from HCH day 143 to day 153. We conclude that more such
synoptic data are needed before many conclusions are drawn on this
subject. An approach along the lines of that used by 'Saul, Webb de
Witt, Yanaway and Baig (1978) would be appropriate. They performed
spectral analyses of Gulf Stream meanders as they advected past a
fictitious wave—staff, thus determining the dominant periods, amplitudes
and phase—velocities of the wavelike 4eandters. These data were obtained
from more than two years of GEOS observations. Unfortunately, the RCMM
data are probably insufficient.for this task (Maul et: al. had more than
700 days of data) and furthermore, the analyses are ;ie yond the scope of
this project. We have seen however that we migrt expect finally to
enhance from the ACM"1 data ss: about one image every three or four days
covering the western section if the Tasman Front, so continued
processing should produce a more useful time series that will be
sufficient for an initial study of frontal movements.
g	 _
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11. OTHER OBSERVATIONS
Fig. 21 shows a cold front moving eastwards, visible in the upper
left of the scene. The front is preceeded by a line of thunderstorms.
There is cooler, dryer air immediately behind the front, so one might
expect to see an apparent enhancement of the SST due to decreased
atmospheric aborbtion. This appears to be the case, particularly in a
10 km (2mm in Fig. 21) band immediately behind the northern half of the
visible front. It is noticeable that the atmospheric front looks like
an atmospheric front and should not be easily confused with a genuine
ocean SST front, even though the latter-may be weak. Their appearances
are quite different. For this reason it would appear preferable not to
attempt to remove clouds^by smart processing for this type of analysis -
the presence and nature of the clouds serve as a warning of changes in
the atmosphere that may give rise to apparent changes in radiance from
the sea surface. The high resolution of the data is of great assistance
in these conditions. The individual clouds can be recognised and often
the SST can be read between them. In a situation of scattered cloud, a
simple analysis shows that the proportion of pixels contaminated by
cloud (i.e. radiance intermediate between cloud-free and total cloud)
increases directly with the pixel length.
Fig. 22 (Scene 157-1523-3) shows cyclonic circulation of cool
water between the anti-cyclonic flow of what appears to be the main EAC
front (at about 35 S) and the detatched eddy off Cape Howe to the south.
The flow around the latter warm-core eddy is clearly marked by a
circumferential band of warm surface water. Satellite-tracked buoys and
other current measurements have previously shown such a clockwise flow
to be set up in similar circumstances (Nilsson and Cresswell, 1980) and
it is indicated in Fig. 3. The point of note about this image is that
it immediately gives a strong visual impression of this flow.
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Fig. 14. The positions of the Tasman Front on 12 Jun 78 (day 047), 24 Jun 78
%day 055) and 27 Jun 78 (day 062).
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Fig. 20. The positions of the Tasman Front on 16 Sep 78 (day 143) and
26 Sep 78 (day 153).
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Furthermore, even if one did not know from other data, the image
specifically shows that the direction of water movement between the
front and southern eddy is clockwise. Thus the flow around the southern
eddy must be anti-clockwise, that is, it is a warm-core eddy.
Now, if one can determine these things visually, it would be
possible to program a computer to do likewise. For example, admitting
for the moment an ambiguity of 180° in direction, the direction of
current is given by the direction in which the SST gradient is a
minimum. In practice, it would probably better be defined as normal to
the maximum SST gradient. In the case of this clockwise circulation,
the flow has entrained a small stream of warmer water which tapers off
to a point. We have previously noted this feature as an indicator of
direction of flow (Fig. 14 for example). Such indications could also be
programmed to define the sense of the current.
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12. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT RESULTS
We have outlined in this report the development of an enhancement
technique that crudely removes the variation of sea surface temperature
(SST) with latitude and utilises the full gray scale for display of
mesoscale oceanographic structure.	 In so doing we have learned and
demonstrated that enhancement to at least 0.3 C per resolveable step in
the grey scale is necessary in many cases to see the SST structure.
In Section 9 we determined a simple regression. of observed
atmospheric absorbtion against actual oceanographic (surface mixed
layer) temperature. After allowing for a 5.5 K instrument offset, we
have
Q T - 4.1 + 0.23(Ts - 22.8) ±0.7 C
where QT a TS - Th ; Ts is sea-truth temperature and Th is apparent
temperature at the satellite.
The measured uncertainty (±0.1 K) is less than might have been
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expected and compares favourably with multi-channel analyses from
N,OAA-AVHRR data, for example. 	 It could be that the Tasman Sea area is
simpler to work with in this respect than is the ;forth Atlantic Ocean.
i
Given suitable enhancement, we have shown that the images reflect
current flow in summer as well as in winter, as shown, for example, by
Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.
There are some ROM images that we have not shown which contain
SST structure that we do not yet understand. That is only to be
expected, indeed hoped for, given the new nature of the data.
However, all the comparisons of sea truth and RCM data that we have had
time to make have been presented and no evidence has emerged that the
apparent SST structure as seen by HMi is misleading in any significant
way. On the contrary, the RCM data show the SST structure clearly and
in a way that mostly is easily interpretable, which statement cannot be
made for classic oceanographic sampling of SST.
It is clear that the principal aim of Project H04-051 has been
achieved. Relatively simple enhancement techniques applied to the
computer-compatible tape (CCT) data show the sea surface temperature
(SST) structure adequately in the area off east Australia. Through
comparisons with extensive sea truth data we have shown that the SST
shows the flow of the East Australian Current (EAC), the Tasman Front
and the circumferential currents around eddies.
With reference to future IR satellite operations, we note the
usefulness of large areas of near-uniform SST obtainable in mesc.scale
eddies for the purposes of ground (sea) truth and instrument
calibration.
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13. FURTHER CONCLUSIONS
We expected SST to reflect dynamic topography in winter, but not
in summer, in accordance with past ship data. However, the HCMM data
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show that SST also reflects dynamic topography in summer- One of the
surprises of this project has been the closenss of the correlation in
visual imagery. Past difficulties in interpretation of summer data
appear largely to have bean due to inadequate spatial sampling and, to a
lesser extent, lack of synopticity. As a corollary to this finding, we
conclude that spatial sampling that is sufficient to determine dynamic
topography may be insufficient to resolve SST structure. This has
important consequencies for the gathering and interpretation of
oceanographic data that is not supported by satellite IR coverage.
Previous incorrect conclusions concerning the relation of SST to
dynamic topography have also in part been caused by a rather naive
approach to the question of correlation between the two. For example, in
Fig. 5 we see that the Coral Sea water that fc;- ,ms an intruding tongue
Into the Tasman Sea is dynamically high and is characterised by warm SST
across the whole tongue. Dynamic height and SST would be simply
correlated in this instance. However, on other occasions, for example
in Fig.12, there is a narrow geostrophic flow of warm water that
(basically) follows the contours of dynamic height and within which
there is an open core of cooler surface water. Thus a simple attempt at
correlating SST with dynamic height would produce a null or negative
result. Again, in Fig. 22 we can see a closed eddy with a ring of warm
surface water circulating around a cooler core. The visual
interpretation is reasonably obvious and the pattern signals the
pressure of a dynamically high body of water, but an attempt to
correlate SST with dynamic height in a simple correlation exercise 
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The high resolution of HQMH imagery has enabled us to see much
fine structure that otherwise would not have been,apparent, for'example
the detail in the plume of warm surface water intruding onto the
continental shelf south of Cape Howe visible in Fig. 11. The
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development of this and other features can be followed from day to day,
as is supported by the image of the previous day, Fig. 9• The western	 t
adge of the southward flow of the EAC seen in Fig. 7 has the same
'serrated' appearance due to minor back eddying as the Gulf stream in
the description by Maul at al. (1978). It is these secondary effects of
the principal offshore currents that penetrate onto the continental
shelf and are responsible for pertrubations to that regime. Thus high
resolution IR imagery is particularly important to those concerned with
nearshors water movements.
The RON data set, while incomplete, has shown that the Tasman
Front is more complex than we ,night have hoped. More data are needed to
establish whether or not the front as a whole propagates westward and if
so, at what rate. RCM.K data have, however, confirmed the broad outline
of eddy formation through pinch-off of an EAC meander shown in Fig• 4
(From Nilsson and Cresswell, 1980). The RCMM images over the period
8-24 Feb 79 (Fig. 12 - Fig. 14) show this very clearly.
From the viewpoint of oceanographic studies of the EAC area, the
above conclusions must cause us to rata this project as a significant
success. The ROM mission, with its emphasis on the measurement of
diurnal tempertture variations of the land, was primarily oriented
towards land-use &ad geological studies. This project, dealing as it
has with the deep ocean, has not made use of this important feature of
HCM. A sun-synchronous orbit was not aecessary for these studies,
except in so far as it is helpful to have land temperatures either
significantly cooler or warmer than SSTs. However, the fact remains
that Project RCM-051 represents the first opportunity Australian
oceanographers have had of obtaining adequate IR coverage continuously
E.,
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over a substantial period. In particular, it was essential to have the
CCT data to produce enhanced images. Now that the potential of these
data has been demonstrated in conjunction with rigorous comparisons with
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sea truth, there will be increased support for the systematic use of
high reslution IR imagery from other satellite systems, for example the
NOAH-NESS series with AVHRR sensors. From a local viewpoint, this may
prove co be the most significant long teas accomplishment of this
project.
Finally, the surveys giving rise to all the sea truth listed in
Table 2 represent a most intensive period of oceanographic research in
the EAC area. As we have shows in Section 5, the enhanced images that
we presently hold represent only about one third of the total data set.
Given time, it would be most valuable from a scientific viewpoint to
build up as complete a coverage as is possible for this rather special
twelve month period. Tracking the Tasman Front is still an important
and unfinished aim. Thus we hope that the work with HCMM CCT data
discussed in this report will continue.
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14. PUBLICATIONS
Apart from some seminars, talks and Progress Reports, various
aspects of HCM-051 data have also been presented in the following:
Nilsson, C.S. (1981) Enhanced satellite images of the Tasman Sea,
Landsat 81: Proceedings of the second Australasian Remote Sensing
Conference, Canberra, September 1-4, 1981, 7.7.1.
Nilsson, C.S. (1982) RON satellite observations of the formation of
eddy J, Warm-Core Rings Workshop, Wellington, New Zealand, 18-22 January
1982, sponsored by the U.S.-Australia Cooperative Science Program and
the U.S.-New Zealand Cooperative Science Program, to be published in
Australian Journal of Marine and Freshwater Research.
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APPENDIX A. ASSESSKLWT OF IMAGE PRIORITY
Standard product images are initially assessed as they arrive
for general interest and suitability. If the image is clearly of ao
forseeable use, it is given a priority of zero and is listed as such on
the master file. An image chat only includes a relatively small area of
useful ocean surface has a priority prefix of "R" assigned. It would
not normally be ordered as s CCT, but remains in the processing stream
in case subsequent analysis of neighbouring images suggests that the "fit"
image may be asaded. This is as far as grading by quality is taken.
Subsequent grading is based on day of observation and location. Thus
the next step is performed by computer. Each record of image data on
the update file is compared with the list of sea truth to determine (to
the nearest day and lat/long degree) if time and location overlap with
sea truth boundaries. If so, the priority assigned is "3". If not, but
the image overlaps with the latitude band of interest to mapping the
Tasman Front (25-36 S), the priority assigned is "2". South of that
latitude limit and not coincident with the small amount of sea truth at
higher latitudes, the priority given is "1". The priority thus assigned
is given in the Appendix C in the column headed "PP".
The priorty L^-%d for ordering CCT data "PR" is based on "PP",
but is not identical. In general, the top priority PR - AA corresponds
to PP - 3, PR - A corresponds to ?P - 2 and PR - B corresponds to PP •
I. However, special periods other than sea truth periods may be raised
in priority. For example, all data for which PP >1 in the period 8 Jul
78 to 18 Aug 78 (BCH days 073-114) have been raised to PR - A.A. This
period is from HCa cycle S ref. day 8 to RCa cycle 8 ref. day 1 and was
chosen for special attention. Cycle 6 is unique in that each of the 16
a	 referents days h1s at least one image of sufficient priority. Also,
there are good sea truth data available fro g
 cruises SP 10/78, R 14A/78
and SP 11/78 over the period 20 Jul 80 to 18 Aug 80 (cyc 6/4 to cyc
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8/1). Thus on first inspection this period seemed particularly suitable
for ascertaining whether or not it is possible to track the Tasman Front
from day to day using HCM data. We have received 42 CCT images for
this period, 33 of which have been enhanced. Another 30 images are
still to come.
If the priority PP is prefixed by an "R", the priority PR
associated with CCT orders is reduced one level from the usual
transformation, for example, "R3" becomes "A" instead of "AA"
aEAPPEWIX B. STATUS OF HC15-051 IMAGE PROCESSL^iG OF POOR QLqALj'*"Y
B1. Current situation.
It can be seen from the data in Appendix C that we have received
a total of 273 images in CCT form, of whim 43 are priority B and some
are repeats. Of the total, 178 separate images have been digitally
enhanced using procedures discussed in this and previous reports.
Final enhancement of recently received images has temporarily•
been suspended pending the completion of this report and further studies
into an ia•;% roved enhancement procedure, along the lines outlined in
Section 4. We are >,.•tloping a completely new version of the "STATS"
program (See Progress Report 30 Apr 80) that will provide a plot of
radiance distribution (within the SST range) against line number in
blocks of 80 lines. Line number (half-way across the image) can be
equated directly with latitude, so that, to a sufficient aproxima"ion,
such a plot will provide the relevant radiance distribution as a
function of latitude.
Because CCT data have arrived in non-chronological order and
because until recently it has been necessary to process these data as
quickly as possible, there has been little or no opportunity to review
and improve the processing procedures. In particular, images have been
enhanced as separate scenes without regard of those that are neighbours
in time or space. Only recently, for example, have we been able to
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start using a variable mid-range temperature (MRT) that has a common
value at the boundary between two successive images. Although the
patterns may change, the range of SST at a given latitude does not vary
strongly from day to day. Our new "STATS" program will provide data in
a convenient form on the range of SST as a function of latitude and
date. It is desirable that some cognizance be taken of these data as a
total set before MIT v. latitude functions are assigned to individual
scenes. We may still end up having to assign MRT values according to
each individual scene, but alternately, it may be possible to sensibly
enhance using mean values of MRT as a function of date and latitude that
give soma absolute continuity from one image to the next.
B2.	 Assigned location of images.
As can be seen from the the data under the column headed "POS
ERR" (Position Error) in Appendix C, the location of the centre of the
image initially assigned by NASA/GSFC is sometimes in error by up to 200
km (the errors are listed in deg-min). Early in the project we
developed a procedure for assigning a new fix to the image in those
cases :There land was visible. It is now clear that this procedure,
whilst providing considerable improvement, needs revision. Our latitude
scale does not match as it should with the images. This can be noticed
when comparing the sea truth overlays with the RCM images. If the
datum fix is near the bottom of the image, for example, the mismatch
along the coast line beco;ass clear by the middle of the image. This has
only recently started to cause trouble, when successive images in a
given sweep are joined together. Also, the task of deriving MRT as a
function of latitude is complicatad by this problem. We have not made
use of the fact (and neither, apparently, has NASA/GSFC) that the
latitude span of each image off East Australia is 6 * 24' to a very good
approximation, There are 228 lines per degree of latitude. Thus, if an
image can be located, all the neighbouring images from that swath are
also located. Again, this lapse has come from dealing with individual
images in non-chronological order. Had complete swaths been studied
(generally 3-4 images for HCH-051), such details could have been
corrected earlier.
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APPENDIX C. IMAGE PROCESSING LISTS
T A E FSLLO-rI %I C- LIST S 5 . 04 TL,F 0Q0(7FC5i.,r OF P4 C v -0 c 1 GAT: :c ^r 31 •.,aa -1.
THE DATA ARF LISTFO l iNr)- o T-+E FOLLO!nIN1- w E A OIN 1 5S-
"9" Ic THE INCO M ING STANOAQU IMAGE PATCH NUm 'AEQ t THE LAPSFR T^4E N04AEP9
THE MORE RFCENTLY THE PHOTO IMAGE HAS 4EEN QECEIvF_D.	 DUPLIC A TE IMAGE
IOE N+TS APE DIFFFPFNTIATEO AY OIFFePFNlT .RATCH NUMBERS.
"FR" IS THE IMAGE FPAMS NU'OAEP.
"LAT" AND "LO NG" APE THE I M AGE CENTER COORDINATES A S . SUPOLiFO PY `ASA.
110AY" ANO "HHMM i' CONSTITUTE THE HCM TI ME (DAYS, HOURS ANC 4 INUTES) PApT
OF T w E IMAGE IDENT AND ' I T ,$ IS THE I M AGE TYPE (-2 FOR OAYLISHT IR• -3 FOP
'SIGHT I Q ) + 'WHICH C04PL'TFS THE IMAGE IDENT CODE.
uPPll IS THE I M AG E PQ In o iTY 'MITH PESPFCT ONLY TO I %IAGE TI M F A ND LOCATION
SET AGAI NST THE AI M S a NI pO IC O ITiES OF HCM-051.	 I M AGt .UALITY I5 `10T A
GRAnFD nUA NIT ITY EXCE o T TNSOFAP AS A USELESS I'AA„F 15 GIVE IN 2PIOPITY
PP =(`.	 IuAGFS POO Wi 4 1CH DP =0 APE FXCLLtD=C FRO^ T^-ES_ LIcTc.
4OWFVFP• IF PRI^PITY aP IS P REFIXED AY AN 14 0 11 9 T?-E IMA r-E O'JLY INCLUDES A
S MA LL AREA OF USFFUL nATA AND WILL FE DOWNGRAOFD WHEN IT CO PES TO nROE- q -
ING C/C TAPES.
	
PP = 3 IS THE TOP P?IOFITY.
"PR" IS THE PRIO R ITY FOR 0POE Q ING C/C TAPES.	 MDSTLY• 4 UT ^10T AL:eAYS,
THE TOP OPTORITY 11 AA ll CORRESPONDS TO RP =39 P R IORITY " A '+ C.0 p PESPONDS TJ
Pa =2 AND P?IO a 1TY 11a11 TO PP =1.	 HOWEVER. Sn ME PRIORITY 2 IMA ES IN
SELECTED TI ME PEPIOOc yAvE eEEN RAISED TO PRIORITY AA AND A '@Pit
("QFJFCT ll ) PREFIX AUTO MATICALLY LOWERS THE C/C TAPE OPCEPIM- 1, PP!0 0 ITY HY
nNc GRADE.
	
Ft)PTHER INFORMATION nN EACH P O IOQITY "P9 1' IS :iIv EN WIT4 To-E
DATA LISTS.
11 STATOS 11 REFERS TO OUR D POCESSIN r, STATUS AS r?F 31 W AR 619 O T A ILS OF TH►
BREAKDOWN OF THIS 'WO RD ARE GIvEN IN THE DATA LISTS.
"PMS FRP ll
 IS T wE DIFFEaENCE ( BUR'S -NAS A 'S) INS I MAGE CENTER COORDINATES
GIVEN IN O mm (CEGQEES. MIN11TES) FOR LATITUDE AN-1 LO N GITUPF '•FTWEFN
NASA S VALUES Akin THOSE WE HAVE DETEPMIN+ED Fonts KNOWN LANr. !ARKS
VISI B LE).	 '-
,,no', IS THE OUT PUT PROCESSING EATCH NUM?ER.
1IMPT" IS T w E at,iAREtiT '-MID- R ANGE TEMPF o ATUPE" OF T14F- S(lcFA
vFA
TtP !+S
OETEoI'INED FROM THE CCT IMAGE (USI NG THE "STATS" PROGRAM) 	 IS
ACTUALLY ESTIMATED TD, T HE NEAREST 0.5 C FROM T wE MA XIMUm
TE M PFRATLIPE LE^c . A-301)T 2.5 MrQEES r OF ALL APPROPRIATE ? IXFL
A4EAc OF WATER c1iRFACE.
	
TwF UNITS ARE TENTHS OF DECREE
"T 0 11TH" CO M ES LAST ANO IS THE IDENT OF THE CRUISE OQ'fTk-Eo + (E.G. AXPT)
40 D1±NDT P LITH DATA AND IS APPLICA?lE ONLY TO r m AGES FOR t-HIC P RI', PITY
PP s3.	 r
_	 I
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THFgF I"AGFrz A*F F!FFnFLI FOP THE PO I NI CI RA L
 A IMS OF 04 C M -051 A N1Q IMMEO IATE
CO 14PAPISON wITw FxISTINA rPOUND TRUTH OR TESTING OF OAY-TO-')AY
CONTI`Q11ZTY OF A D PAPE KI T FPOvTS.
IMAGE ST A TUS DATA ARE DIVIDED INTO T H R EE GROUPS FOP THIS PaIORITY.
THFSF GROUPS APF FOO CCT DATA WHICH (1) HAVE NOT YET SFEN OPOEPED+
(2) NAVE 9EEN 000FRED RUT NOT YET QECFIVED AND (3) HAVE PEEN RECEIVED.
STATUS DATA CAN OF I NTEOPPETED AS FOLLOWS:
	 lo ci ,, : G p m MAoF, l O"z CCT
ORD I^PED AY US+ "CIO I N COL 2 INDICATES OPPEP p Y CSIQO CPONULLA, " P i+s CCT
RECEIVED, 11 / 11 IN COL 3 INDICATES CCT ONAV A ILAPLE, "Sila IMAGE STATISTICS
OATAINEO. "E ► '= TMAGE rNHANCED DIGITALLY• " C oo (IN COL 6 )= C5IP0 EkHANCED
ownTn. IMAGE GE NFPATED. I ►P11_ ENHLNCFD PHOTO, PRINTED.
	
THE ABSENCE OF
APPOOPRIATE LETTERS INDICATES THE NESATIVE.
GPn!,R(1)g C/C TAPFS HAVE NOT YET FEFN ORDERED FOP TrE FOLLOWING IMAGES:
Q FR G ATE LAT LMNG nAY HHMM
	 TP 0 O R STATUS POS EP4 09 MPT TRUT H
15 105 21057E -3100 15435 025-03360-2 3 AA G SP098
16 206 22457E -3722 1564 0 026-03530-2 3 AA G SPOb(?
15 2r4 22n578
-3115 15904 026-03540-2 3 AA r SPOAB
2? 142 230578 -3?26 15 941 027-15020-3 3 A4 G SP088
22 143 23n57a -3P34 15702 n27-15030-3 3 AA SPOkP
16 2.38 24n57F -4335 14920 025-04?70-2 3 AA SP0^+8
16 236 240578 -3731 14732 02e-04290-2 3 AA SP0 88
10 124 25n578 -4115 14402 020-04 460-2 3 AA SP08F
1E 226 270578 -354 8 15737 031-03470-2 3 44 G SP068
16 250 284578 -3820 I5344 032-04040-2 3 AA SPUDS
16 24R 280578 -3214 15207 032-04060-2 3 AA G SPO85
16 241 280578 -3344 15945 032-14560-3 3 AA SP08A
16 242 280578 -3950 15 9 03 032-14570-3 3 AA SP088
24 01S 29n57F -3332 14752 033-04240-2 3 AA SP08Fb
16 266 29n578 -3626 15426 033-15150-3 3 AA spabe^
15 364 30n578 -4131 14531 034 -04400-2 3 Aa SP0j4S
16 259 30057A -4343 14741 034-15350-3 3 AA 50088
2 168 16n77F -3007 15540 nA l-150PO-3 2 AA r; 14	 0h
2 16Q 16n778 -3611 15405 O P I -15090-3 2 to n 36 -OP
2 077 210779 -2957 15717 OS6-15010-3 3 AA 0 SalOk
4 15e 180P7? -3 6 24+ 15013 114-15200-3 3 AA G 34 -n?	 SG llb
4 033 170978 -2707 16112 1 w4-14390-3 3 AA G pM hR 6
19 123 061278 -3?30 15159 224-03 4 00-2 3 AA G 55 -0 4	 sP168
10 13P 07127F -3738 14A46 225 -03570 - 2 3 Ln SP166
10 171 081278 - 4 046 1450 Q 226-04140 - 2 3 A A SP168
5 345 091278 -3504 15003 226 - 15070 - 3 3 AA G 22 -04	 S?168
2? 226 270379 -3549 157 44 335-03050-2 3 4A G SP03y
NUMQF R OF I M AGES PPIOO ITY AA. GROUP(1) = 27
GRn0P(2), C/C TAPES HAVE FFEN ORDERED OUT NOT PFCFIVED A5 IF 31 MAR ml
FOP THE FOLLOWI^ I r- IMAGES:
R FA RATE LAT LONG_. nAY Ht4mm	 TOO 04 STATUS ROS FQ;'F n F'
 N PT	 TPUTH
(y	 ,f	 In 2F5 24057E -3700 1525 4 02+4 -19PIn-2 3 AA Gr	 ±6 -01 SPuKn
21 C3r 08n t,78 -2325 15,141 043-04IIn-2 3 AA An	 44 n;, SRuy:^0 006 17067F -3317 15k0f, n52-03400-2 3 AA GO SR09r.
1 =, n^2 080775 -3120 15an4 073 - 03320 - 2 2 46 An
2n n1)4 IOn77P -3301 15()24 075-040 1-0-2 2 AA Gn	 4c
-C.3
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SPi08
3Q 07
102 00
32 07
101 -03
54 -02
1i+ -06
54 -05
114 -14
4e -35
SP10i±
sPlua
SP11)n
SP10e+
Sp10b
SP10A
SP118
SP118
SP 118
Spll^
Spll'i
S P 11Fi
SP124
SP126
SP12
58133
5013-1
SP 136
SP 14h
SPI&8
SP11*8
SP 148
SP149
Sa1%3
SP14A
Sp143
Sp148
SP159
Sp158
SP1Sri
SP158
SP15P
SP153
sp160
K148A
K14F s
K1448
K14Kn
K14?,^
K 1'-; 6
f- 	
fill
* z Tn Q lTY Aa GP011*(?) CO•JTI`J'1Fr)
pOg ec^ 0., ti,PT T-LT-+
P,,,
C	 r
:4 FP	 MATE
1 Q 10 4 11077,4
Q 4h5 12077A
20 122 130779
I Q 014 15177S
9 077 160778
1?_ 16A 16077$
12 169 16077$
a 431 170775
12 004 On778
10 059 190779
15 125 200778
? 416 240778
10 604 280778
10 606 280779
14 141 29077,4
14 139 290778
P; 3n6 30077A
16 304 301779
12 041 010A7a
12 042 Oln47p
1 0 n 26 05nt47P
1? 024 05097,4
10 016 100478
19 014 120879
it 039 13n97P
10 046 160978
In 0 44 160878
9 036 1TO97S
18 015 170978
19 013 170978
11 009 17n97 A
9 1 Q4 PQ0970
5 216 031078
20 010 041n78
21 056 141078
21 n54 141071
21 052 141078
19 066 141078
21 036 151078
21 n37 151079
21 0 40 161078
21 0 4 1 16107A
21 042 16107P
11 016 161178
20 116 211178
20 117 211178
21 204 251178
19 147 261178
19 148 261178
19 1 44 071 P7P
5 232 180279
5 230 IPOV9
1Q 040 2n0P79
IQ n41 20027Q
10 074 260279
5 140 010379
(_AT
-350 Q-
-3131
-3105
-3241
-3604
-3007
-3611
-3125
-2852
-3704
-3339
-3623
-252Q
-3740
-3452
—2A44
-363?
-3025
-3^O1
-3:06
-3607
-295Q
-2633
-3107
-3717
-3231
-2622
-3631
-4514
-3Q10
-2700
-4220
-4519
-4728
—4347
-3744
-3139
-3x55
-3659
-4304
-3146
-3751
-4355
-3553
-3105
-3711
-2614
-3052
-3659
-3101
-3500
-2053
-3151
-1755
-3746
-3524
L I N 0
144,22
14,113
16034
ISQ33
14-311
15540
15405
13048
16134
15x09
16054
15033
15055
14750
16139
16006
15734
1555P
15502
1 5; 4,2 8
15432
15257
15346
15429
14,319
15220
15051
15443
15543
15349
15037
19050
15536
151"
153:38
15147
15010
15631
15231
15042
14922
11,744
14553
14723
15602
15426
15214
15727
15551
15540
15621
15449
15441
15304
14514
1=519
,!AY Hwuu TOP P9
07b-0 4 250-2 2 CA
077 - 153?0-3 ? AA
07?-03250-2 2 AA
nSO-1450n-3 2 AA
081-04180-2 2 AA
OA1-15080-3 2 AA
081-15 n90-3 2 AA
0E2-15260-3 2 AA
083-03190-2 2 AA
084-03350-2 3 AA
485-14440-3 2 AA
O AQ
-032PO-2 2 AA
0 03-152 8 0-3 2 AA
n93-15320-3 3 AA
0 04 -0321n-2 2 AA
OQ4-03230-2 2 AA
095 -03390 -2 3 AA.
0 0 5-03400-2 3 An
197-15440-3 3 AA
n Q 7-15n60-3 3 AA
101-03 40 0 -2 3 AA
101-03510-2 3 AA
106-03 450-2 3 AA
108-15080-3 3 AA
109-15280-3 3 AA
112-035 4 0-2 3 44
112-0356n-2 3 AA
113-15020-3 3 A4
144-03480-2 3 AA
144-03490-2 3 AA
144-03530-2 3 AA
156-15060-3 3 AA
160-03460-2 3 AA
161-04040-2 3 AA
171-03510-2 3 AA
171-03520-2 3 AA
171-035 4 0-2 3 AA
171-14450-3 3 AA
17?-15020-3 3 AA
172-15040-3 3 A.4
173-15140-3 3 AA
173-15P1n-3 3 AA
173-15220-3 3 AA
PO4-0 4 040-2 3 AA
20Q-144PO-3 3 AA
209-1 4500-3 3 AA
213-03360-2 3 AA
214-14 4 20-3 3 AA
714-14440-3 3 AA
225-1449n-3 3 AA
298-03170-2 3 Aµ
298-03190-2 3 AA
30 n -14 4 30-3 3 AA
300-1 44:0-3 3 AA
308-04030-2 3 AA
30Q-03200-2 3 AA
STATUS
n
0
r. n
0
0
0
0
0
GO
0
0
r,0
n
0
r; 0
r; 0
Cn
130
0
G0
r,0
O
0
0
GO
GO
0
0
0
A0
co
A
n
0
n
r:  0
n
n
0
0
n
o/
0
0
0
n/
0
r: C
c0
C
C
C
r-c
00 00
SP108
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LAT LINA ^IAY WHWM TOP 00 STATUS POS EPP OQ MPT TRUTH
15 157 1e13T9 -3223 1 4822 326-033SO-2 3 AA C 50020
14 3AP 22037 0 -3k3l 15626 330-031PO-2 3 AA GC SP03y
19 3A6 22 n 3 70 -3025 15451 330-031 4 0-2 3 AA GC 36 04 SP039
5 318 230379 -3530 1513b 331-03300-2 3 A A GC 31 11 SP039
11 132 270379 -3218 156 4 7 335-03060-2 3 AA rC 35 12 SP039
27 224 270379 -2942 15611 335-03070-2 3 AA CC 54 -03 SP039
11 130 270379 -2602 15519 335-03080-2 3 AA GC 48 00 SP039
15 0 33 020 479 -3155 15423 341-03170-2 3 AA GC 101 -3a SPO49
15 204 080474 -3233 15113 347-03270-2 3 AA C SPO44
19 039 12n4T9 -322A 15726 351-03020-2 3 AA C S0049
NiJ MPEP OF IMAGES P 0 100 ITY AA, GROUP(2) = 71
r. PnLIP(3). C/C TA O E S HAVE SEEN RECEIVED FOR THE FOLLOWIF'G ImAGES:
R FR	 GATE	 LAT
9 494 230578 -3854
9 4C 2 230578 -3249
22 07A 07067E -3742
?2 074 070678 -3147
C 515 090678 -3102
9 616 09n67P -370A
3 123 1nn67F -3711
3 01P 110678 -313?
3 30 4 12067 9 -3307
3 307 120679 -2701
3 036 1 4 O A 78 -3131
3 06 0 15n67A -3238
9 63P 190678 -3147
8 242 200678 -3004
R 2 4 3 20067 9 - 3611
9 419- 160778 -2937
9 416 16n77e -3542
2 Ono 1P0779 -2PS2
In 056 10077F - 3n57
11 130 21077H -3001
11 131 210772 -3606
2 012 220779 -294n
11 028 220779 -3035
0 n47 23077E -3636
12 436 24n77P -3623
P 434 24n77P -3016
12 43 4 240779 -3016
9 004 25077e - 3154
9 002 250778 -2541%
10 n37 26n778 -3651
In 035 260779 -3044
10 040 260778 -2(,44
In 0 4 1 2A0775 -3250
In 039 27n77R -3057
In 040 ?70 7 79 - '702
In 311 31 n 77P -3215
in 309 310778 -?507
In 152 31n77P -?723
In 153 ? 1 077P -713n
2 041 010 9 7E •3001
LONG
15231
15052
15624
15,447
15407
15231
"•755
16048
15A37
15509
15526
15032
15310
15241
15107
15547
15413
1h134
15,732
15716
15541
15250
15236
14,32
16033
1SASS
15459
15450
15321
15131
14955
15942
15812
154(1A
15232
1$154
15025
1.114
15x43
1550?
DAY HHM M TOO PR
027-04100-2 3 AA
0 27-0 4 120-2 3 AA
042-035?0-2 3 AA
042-03540-2 3 AA
0 44-15190-3 3 AA
n44-15200-3 3 AA
0 45-153AO-3 3 AA
046-03240-2 3 AA
0 4 7-03470-2 3 AA
047-03490-2 3 AA
049-151?0-3 3 AA
050-15310-3 3 AA
053-03590-2 3 AA
055-15240-3 3 AA
055-15250-3 3 AA
OP1-15O A 0-3 2 AA
081-150 0 0-3 2 AA
n P3-03190-2 2 AA
0 y4-0336n-2 3 AA
056- 15010 -3 3 FA
096-15020-3 3 AA
097-15190 - 3 3 AA
067-151 0 0-3 3 AA
0 9 5-15380-3 3 AA
089-0329.0-2 2 AA
089-03240-2 3 AA
029-03290-2 3 AA
090-03470-2 3 AA
090-03 4Q O-2 2 AA
091-04040-2 3 AA
OQI-04050-2 3 AA
091-1 4530-3 ? AA
0 q 1-145 4 0-3 3 AA
092-1`120-3 3 AA
0 0 2-151?0-3 3 AA
0 0 6-035RO-2 3 94
0 4 6-035 0 0-2 2 AA
0 9 6-1 4 4 A n-3 ? A4
09ti-14470-3 3 AA
n-r7 - 15040-3 3 LA
STATUS
GOR c
rnRS
MRS
SOPS
ORSE
ORSE
GOPSECP
GORSFCP
GOPSECP
GORSECP
GORSECO
GORSECP
SOP S
GORSECP
GORSECP
ORSEC
OPS
GORSECO
GORS
(,!ORSFC
GCRSECP
GOR
ORSECP
ORSEC
GOQS
GORSECP
GORS
OPSEC
ORSEC
GOPSFC
GORSFC
rORSFC
GORSEC
GOPSEC
f•MaSEC
^nPSFC
C30PSEC
OnRSFC
GM05FC
GOOSFCO
POS FOR OR MPT T;UTH
	
00 00	 SPOHd
	
41 -0?	 SPO48
SOO+.4d
	
109 -05
	
S P OBM
1?. 125 SPOQ^l
12 110 SPOV6
26 -11 6 90 SP09H
6 105 SP098
6 125 SP096
125 -1 7 6 120 SP09e
56 03 6 115 SP098
47 00 6 105 SPO-48
	
54 -0 1'5	 SPu9F
52 06 5 110 SP098
32 -07 5 100 SP099
7 115
11 Q5
5 115
	
40 02
	 SP10IS
44 03 4 125 SP10 6
00 00 2 90 SPIOk
	5 0	 SalOd
56 12 5 13^ SP108
8 MO SP106
5 125 50108
S°1Od
7 130 SPIua
A 130
19 07 7 Q  SP10d
33 06 7 105 SPIOd
9 130
0 Q5 SPIO0
44 n4 7 1?5 S01nm
3t ?7 7 PO 5910?
30	 05	 R 110 50101-
102 -03 P 120
9 129
9 100 SOI3Q
53 0& 2 110 SP19N
69
I- AT
-3606
-3646
-3613
-3017
-3540
-?600
-3241
-2632
-3239
-3111
•374.9
-3141
-2532
-2715
-3322
-3025
-3637
-3104
-3715
-3112
-371Q
-3047
-3654
-2927
-3534
-4141
-3545
-2940
-3305
-3314
-2736
-3344
-3950
-4414
-3034
-3641
-4058
-4529
-3925
-3323
-393n
-4535
-4147
—4249
-4?43
-4607
-4334
-424P
-4301
-4133
-4413
-4411
-3831
-3 226
-4300
-4150
BONA
1542!?
14046
1523
15302
16047_
15810
15516
16009
15A40
14,456
15917
15640
15511
16137
15405
15518
15010
15442
15305
15005
14x29
15256
15120
15004
14830
14644
15725
15552
15208
15041
16105
15934
15752
15450
15547
15411
14513
15240
15045
15631
15450
1;254
14654
14915
14238
15422
15330
15043
15037
14Q49
14648
15310
15634
15454
14551
14356
ORIGINAL PAM
OF POOR QV-Ai 
P g l! D ITY AA AZ1110(3) n?l,TIliWwf)
4 FO	 OATE
2 04? 01047S
In 073 n20R79
18 00 q 03047A
23 C64 050978
11 221 050878
10 0 03 00087A
10 019 100978
10 0 4 9 11OA78
10 050 110878
11 039 130978
11 230 15097A
11 228 15n8TF
11 226 150975
Q n14 16n878
9 015 160879
q 035 170978
11 003 180879
In 013 280979
10 01 4 290978
4 015 290976
4 016 290479
10 046 080978
10 047 080978
17 032 140978
17 033 140978
17 034 141975
4 056 160978
4 n54 160978
IR 011 170978
4 034 170978
11 053 170479
11 054 170978
11 055 170978
14 510 180078
1Q 004 180978
10 005 1A0978
11 008 100978
17 125 230978
17 123 23097A
4 1 45 230978
4 146 230978
4 147 230979
10 11 Q 240Q78
5 038 24n97A
4 233 250978
A n46 280078
11 011 290978
11 0?2 290978
19 099 294079
19 064 041079
g 1 90 05107A
1 0 118 091078
17 146 131n7A
17 144 131078
11 4 42 151078
A 042 161n7F
OAY HHm m TOO PQ STATUS P OS Ec q O Q MOT T^+UTH
0 o 7-15060-3 3 Aa rnOSFCP 3 4 -1? 2 ►+0 SPlin
o Q ?
-152 4 0-3 3 AA GOPSEC	 &M 00 , N Q CP1(10
0 4 9-1 8 420-3 3 AA O A S	 Spiod
lnl-03510 -2 3 AA r,OPS
	
lnA -01
	
SPIOr.
101-1 4410-3 3 A^ GOOSF	 00 00 10 ro SPild
105-03270-2 3 AA GOBS
	
SP114
106-03430 - 2 3 AA GOPSEC	 56 01 7 125 SPlld
107-1 4490-3 3 AA GOOSE
	 12 125 Spllb
107-14510-3 3 AA GnRSE
	 12 105 SPild
10 0-15260-3 3 AA GOBS
	
45 00 11 120 SP114
111-03340-2 3 AA GnPSFC
	 7 H5 SP113
111- 033150 -2 3 AA r,ORSEC 106 01 7 115 SP118
111-03380-2 3 A4 GOPSEC 100 -OS 7 115 SPild
112-144?n-3 3 AA OPSEC	 A 130 SP118
11P.-144 40-3 3 AA OPSEC	 4 100 5P114
113-19010 -3 3 AA O;SFC	 4 110 SPll b
11 4-15200-3 3 AA OPSEC	 4 55 5?11l
124 - 15050 - 3 3 AA GORSEC	 45 00 4 100 AviTl
12 4-15170-3 3 44 GORSEC
	 36 -OF 4 85 A; -T1
125-15230 -3 3 AA inOSECP 4 -n4 P N4 Ax^ T1
125-15250-3 3 AA GOQSECP 34 -O S 2 65 AvG Tl
135-15110-3 3 AA GOPSEC	 44 0 4 9 105 DM6A8
135-15130-3 3 AA GORSFC
	 34 -05 9 75 nm6A6
1 4 1-15220-3 3 AA GOQ S	 55 -01	 11)"048
1 4 1-152 40-3 3 AA COPS	 30 -03	 OuSPA
1 4 1-15260-3 a AA O O S	 Sa12d
1 4 3-03320-2 3 AA GO O SEC	 6 95 04S84
143-033 4 0-2 3 AA GORSEC	 54 -04 b 130 0t-6dA
144-03510-2 3 AA GOBS
	
41 03	 OMSAA
1 44
-1 4 100-3 3 AA GOO	 MbyS
1 44-143 0 0-3 3 AA GO QSEC	 6 120 0"5AS
144-14410-3 3 AA GOQSFC	 6 95 0?45h6
14 4-14420-3 3 AA GOP 	 5P12,
145- 04n60
-2 3 AA OO S	 SP129
145-14580-3 3 AA ORS	 o(AbhB
145-15000-3 3 AA O OS	 OMSQb
146-04250-2 3 AA O P S	 SP12E+
150-035Q4-2 3 AA OPS
	 SP1203
150-04n10-2 3 AA n O S	 591204
150-14520-3 3 AA GOQSFC	 6 95 SP121
150-14540-3 3 AA GORSEC
	 6 65 SP128
150-14560-3 3 AA SO PSEC
	 6 30 SP126
151-04190-2 3 AA OPS
	 SP138
151•-15130-3 3 AA COPS
	
20 nn	 SP138
i52-04360-2 3 AA GOPSEC	 6 45 Sc134
145-03520-2 3 AA GORSEC
	
g	 5 SP13y
155-03530-2 3 AA	 PSEC	 6 5n SP136
156-15070-3 3 AA GORSEC	 14 -17 6 50 SP138
156-15070-3 3 AA	 OSF.	 12 50 SP134
161-04050-2 3 AA ORS
	 SO136
152-04220-2 3 AA GOPSFC
	 6 30 SP13x
161,-14530-3 3 AA O R S	 S813,4
17n-03340 -2 3 AA 00S
	
Spl4p
17n-03360-2 3 AA GORS	 4C, Oa	 CJ 140.
1 7 2-04n 0 0-2 i AA ORS	 5a1w.1
173-04270-2 3 AA rOQSEC	 Ili 1 0 4 50 spl-+
70
f^t^ PGFMLP
R Qll^^,^^
ORIOPITY AA GPOL100I Cn'JTlNUF,n
0 Fa	 PATE
	 LAT
Q 0 23 191078 -3332
P 034 201078 -3607
1 q A 16 151178 -3050
19 017 161178 - .1656
6 0P2 171178 -3038
6 135 191178 -3735
F 133 191179 -2628
21 114 211179 -4041
21 112 211179 -3435
14 53 4 221178 -401 4
22 056 221178 -2559
22 057 221178 -3704
2? 05@ 221178 -3910
22 045 231178 -3643
6 114 241178 -2545
21 709 251178 -3832
21 206 251178 -3225
21 306 261178 -3?42
21 304 261175 -3235
S OP3 271178 -4017
518 271178 -4018
19 066 301178 -3253
19 064 301178 -2646
F 037 011279 -3Q15
23 022 021779 -4053
23 020 02127F -3447
19 0 57 021278 -3624
2n 0 48 031278 -4023
7 114 051278 -3301
r, 145 080279 - 3 244
5 009 100279 -311A
5 009 100279 -3723
5 024 120279 -3429
S 027 12n?_79 -2x23
In 204 130279 -3155
10 202 130?79 -2549
In 022 190279 -3211
10 005 21n279 -3039
1^ 054 230279 -3301
In 052 230279 -2653
11 242 240279 -3544
10 0 4 3 ?4n279 -3252
In VI 240279 -2645
11 240 240279 -2039
In 063 250279 -3020
in 064 250279 -3626
5 139 010379 -2017
LONG
15217
15423
15 44 6
15310
15013
15701
15531
15005
14x22
14522
15240
15111
14434
14522
15643
15523
15344
15052
14911
14.644
14645
15514
15343
15224
14919
14,635
15249
14335
15644
15209
15142
15005
15;13
15741
15400
15231
15105
15000
15728
15558
15340
15255
15124
15205
15616
15441
l 5346
DAY HHm w TPP 00
176-03400-2 3 AA
177-14550-3 3 AA
204-1 45 4 0-3 3 AA
204-14560-3 3 AA
205-151P0-3 3 AA
207-03220-2 3 AA
207-03240-2 3 AA
209-03570-2 3 AA
204-035P0-2 3 AA
210-04150-2 3 AA
210-15050-3 3 AA
210-15070-3 3 AA
210-15050-3 3 AA
211-15260-3 3 AA
212-03180-2 3 AA
213-03330-2 3 AA
213-03350-2 3 AA
214-03510-2 3 AA
214-03530-2 3 4A
215-04090-2 3 AA
215- 04A Q O -2 3 AA
218-03280-2 3 AA
21R-03300-2 3 AA
219-03450-2 3 AA
220-04030-2 3 AA
220 - 04040 -? 3 AA
220-14550-3 3 AA
221-04210-2 3 AA
223-03220-2 3 A4
2P9-03320-2 3 AA
2C 0-14570-3 3 AA
290-145P0-3 3 AA
292-03060-2 3 Ac
2 c42-030F0-2 3 AA
2Q3-03250-2 3 AA
2Q3-03270-2 3 AA
299-03360-2 3 AA
301-15010-3 3 AA
303-03110-2 3 AA
303-03120-2 3 AA
304-032H0-2 3 AA
30 4-03290-2 3 AA
30 4-03300-2 3 AA
304-03300-2 3 AA
305-143-9 0-3 3 AA
305-1 4 370-3 3 AA
30 4-03220-2 3 AA
STATUS
COPSE CP
^.OQSF CF
OPS
nRS
(;ORSFC
GORSEC
GORSEC
OPS(30QS
ORS
ORS
pas
Oa5
ORS
GORSFC
ORS
GODS
ORS
ORS
GOPSEC
G QS
GOBS
GOBS
GORSEC
ORS
GODS
OPS
OQS
GnPSFC
GORSFC
GOPSEC
GORSEC
(+OPSFC
6pPSFC
SOPSFC
GOQSEC
GOPSEC
GOPSEC
GOPSEC
GORSFC
rlORSEC
GOBS
GODS
GOPSEC
GOQSEC
GOPSEC
GORSFC
POS F OR 0 A kA PT TPi.,T^,
29 0? 6 110 5P I"
44 02 6 120 SP:*F
SWISS
SP156
59 08 6 135 SPI5A
6 125 Solsh
6 140 SP159
SP15b
	37 1
	 SPISH
SPA 5d
SPIS6
SP 158
SP1S6
SP15A
6 1 45 SP156
SP158
51 -01 SP15y
SP15a
SP156
15 1 s+ 6 b5 SP158
	
19 14	 SP 1 56
	
53 01
	 SP158
	
115 -13	 SP15H
6 105 SP16a
SP166
39 04 SP168
SP16 ►+
SPIA ►,
51 01 6 135 SP168
9 120 AXRT3
111 -?5 Q 135 K 5AA
35 -35 9 135 K 540
43 -25 9 160 K SA,A
259 -43 9 160 K SAI
46 -37 b lb5 K 50,
105 -44 8 165 K 50k
	
51 -41
	
9 120 K 1404h
-06 -21 8 1 4 0 K14F8
16 =17 5 1 4 0 K1468
32 -24 R 150 K14P6
22 -23 7 1 4 0 K149 6
	
31 -32	 K 14 !q
	
119 -41
	
K14RH
45 -35 7 1 4 0 K14bB
43 02 d 1 4 0 K14AS
23 -1 4 6 130 K1406
8 130 K14RO
E
F
l
Nt l " % FP OF IMAGE; PPT("QrTY AA. GQOUP(3) s 143
N11M CF0 OF IM A015 PPInGITY AAz 241
71
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUAL10r if
a4I0 0 ITY A
THFCF IM ARF 9 kPF N.rE_nFrl FOP T*E	 Alms OF wCk4-0^1.
IuA^F GTAT11 0- QATA %;?F r3IVI^E n INTO THPEF SQ0tJOS FLO TMT r^  O^I'1OITY.
TWFFE GPOLIOS APF FOO rCT DATA TICH ( 1 ) h+AVF unT YET F.i"i IOUERED9
(2) ^-AVF FFEN ORDEPE f) R I )T NOT YET Q FCTIVE4 A N10 (3) # AVE -IFF *1 R FCFrVFC.
STATUS DATA CAN of INTEPPOETFD AS F OLLOWS:	 "G"* GRID mar E, "Of's CCT
ORDEPFD 9Y US+ "C" I kl CIL 2 INDICATES OPOE4 BY CSIRO CPON IULL49 "OlIx CCT
QECEIVFO• 11 / 11 IN COL 3 INDICATES CCT UNAVAILARLF• " S "= I M AGE STATISTICS
08TAINE09 1,Eil: IMAGE F.NHANCEO DIGITALLY+ "C" (IN COL 6)z CSIRO ENMANCEO
lk
	
	
PHOTO. I MAGE GENERATFO • "P"= ENHANCED PHOTO, PRINTED.	 THE 4 9SE NCE OF
APOROPPIATF LETTE OS I NDICATES THE NFGATIVF.
GROUO ( I) * C/C TAPES HAVE NOT YET PEEN OPOEQED FOP Th a E VOLLO.•:IN6 I v AGES :
R -FR
15 1tQ
15 169
14 327
9 400
22 144
16 224
1 A 246
16 240
16 20.45
3 006
18 11?_
2P 216
22 035
3 037
3 025
3 026
3 041
3 042
9 043
9 036
9 253
4 138
9 174
4 15A
9 025
Q 035
P 12S
POO
7 lga
7 011
7 012
10 124
10 122
11 022
10 ?.PQ
10 290
10 010
10 015
10 n1A
1 038
In 026
DATE
140578
140570
1+5n579
V057A
?3n57q
27n578
290578
28057A
29n579
030679
03(167.9
05n678
060578
140678
18(1678
180578
Ign67.9
190678
050Q7A
170974
180978
2a0Q7a
03107A
051078
1Q1..178
20107A
301078
141179
061278
191278
19127P
010179
010179
020179
02'1179
020179
03017-
030170
03n17Q
06n179
OA0170
LAT
-2647
-3255
-3019
-2642
-251A
-2042
-2608
-2736
-3019
-3622
-3059
-2549
-2532
-3737
-3017.
-3619
-3037
-3(-43
-0249
-4526
-4157
-4419
-4526
-4526
-3037
-4211
-3220
-3311
-3926
-2552
-3200
-3559
-?453
-3157
-2(-39
-3247
-3555
-2803
-3211
-3755
-?640
LANG DAY Owmm TOO PQ
152 45 018-15310-3 2 A
15115 018-15320-3 2 A
15804 020-03430-2 2 •A G
1 4 423 n27-0 4 140-2 ? A
16011 027-15000-3 2 A 1
15603 031-03 490-2 2 A G
15038 032-04090-2 2 A G
16116 032-14540-3 2 A
15602 033-15130-3 2 A
15002 038-0417(1-2R3 A
15716 038-15070-3 2 A G
1 4922 040-15 420-3 2 A
15755 041-03370-2 2 A G
15349 n 49-15140-303 A
161 45 053-144 7 0-3P3 A
16010 053-14490-303 A
15704 054-15060-3P3 A
15528 054-15070-303 A
15925 132-n3270-2 0 3 A
15606 144-14440-3P3 A
15005 145-04070-203 A
15447 155-1 4400-303 A
15555 160-14420-343 A
14547 162-15190-3P3 A
153SA 176-03450-243 A
15237 17 7-14570-343 A
15.947 147-14390-3 2 A I
ISSS2 ?02-03280-2 2 A
15758 7.24-14320-3 03 A
15047 237-15090-3 2 A G
14917 237-15110-3 2 A r,
15404 450-03230-2 2 A G
15430 250-03250-2 2 A I
15020 251-03430-2 2 A !;
1 gQ 53 251-1430n-3 2 A r,
15923 251-1 4 320-3 2 A n
14659 252-03590-2 7 A
15532 2S P- 1 44 00 -3 2 A
15402 252-14500-3 2 A 3
15654 ?i5-03170-2 2 A G
15523 255-031 4 0-2 2 A A
STATUS POS E D P 04 MOT TRUTH
SPOd8
00 00
SPOc+c3
S p 0'#.3
SP+IaO
SOuad
couak
l'ArA.1
0 129
50129
SP 138
SPIJA
SO 134
SP14b4
S p 1464
SEC
	
6 115
Sp16A
1n0 O1
43 n4
40 01
56 -04
4F -n5
?1	 n4
4h -(14
72
i
OF POOR PAN tai4 urn
P a TO O ITY	 A reniio ( 1) CONTIN11Fn
P FD . nATF	 LOT LONG DAY MMMM TOP PR STATUS POS CPR 00 MRT TROTM
10 O ?9 070179 -3014 1±%042 256-14240-3 2 A G
' 1G 10 4 090179 -3316 14756 257-03530-2 ? A G 25	 1?
1 0 034 090179 -?*55 IS259 25A-14590-3 2 A
= 19 036 090179 -3303 1512 E+ 258-15010-3 2 A
10 137 110179 -:A 2 4 1 15 402 24 0-03100 . 2 2 A G
10 135 11017 Q -2635 15732 260-03110-2 2 A t, 52 -41
10 033 130179 -2701 1591 6 262-14330-3 2 A 0
10 034 130179 -3304 15742 262-14350-3 2 A c
15 311 140179 -3023 15352 263-14520-3 2 A
15 312 1 4 0179 -3630 15216 253-14560-3 2 A
Q 057 160179 -3156 16n36 265-03020-2 2 A G 00	 00
9 055 160179 -2550 15407 265-03040-2 2 A G 00	 00
1 9 054 170179 -3n59 15552 266-03200-2 2 A G 51	 -36
In 068 190179 -2716 15056 26 7-16260-3 2 A G
I n Pao 180170 -3321 1392 6 267-16270-3 2 A
1 q 151 190179 -3612 16813 26P-03550-2 2 A A 23 -26
10 Ili 190179 -3027 15537 268-14440-3 2 A G
10 464 21017Q -PQ43 151 4 2 270-02560-2 ?. A G
11 230 230179 -3311 152 4 9 272-03310-2 2 A
11 229 230179 -2705 15120 27?-03330-2 2 A
1 0 036 230179 -2719 19+1 40 272-14200-3 2 A
19 043 2 6 017° -3A3e 1 4Q10 273-034Q0-2 2 A G 31	 04
JA 049 2 4 017 4 • 3025 15624 273-14390-3 2 A
IS 050 240179 -3632 1544Q 273-14 4 00-3 2 A
20 137 25nl7Q - 1 0?8 15145 27 6-14570-3 2 A
_ 20 13A 250179 -?63 6 15014 27 4-1 65 0 0-3 2 A
16 109 310170 -3650 146 4 9 280-15110-3 2 A
5 130 020279 -266 6 15355 2e2-03210-2 2 A G 136 -24
9 068 030279 -2667 1491 0 2P3-03390-2 2 A
10 062 050270 • 3637 14819 2e5-15050-3 2 A
5 IA9 19027 9 • 3129 15917 299-1 6250-3R3 A K1448
5 140 190779 -3734 157 6 1 209. 14270-3R3 A K14Kh
15 2r2 0Pn479 -2626 14Q44 3 47-032 00-2 2 A G 105 -09
1 0 037 12047Q -2623 ViSS9 351-030 6 0-2 2 A
19 051 130 6 T Q -354 4 1534 3 352-031 0 0-7 2 A
19 069 130479 -294 4 15209 352-03210-2 2 A
1 Q nP7 14n47Q -3239 14512 353 .03390-2 2 A
14 045 230479 -2750 1535 6 362-03110-2 2 A G
t 14 043 240479 -3620 1512E 361-032 7 0-2 2 A G
I 11 01?. 28047Q -2TO8 15458 367 . 03060-2 2 A
i 14 036 030579 -3253 15736 372-02590-2 2 A G
I& C34 03057 0 -264 Q 15607 372-03010-2 2 A G
10 279 040579 -2616 15126 373-03100-2 ? A
11 014 09057 Q -3n34 15346 378-03120-2 2 A G
N 1.14REP OF	 IMAGES PQ10PITY A.	 GROUP(1) • AS
., ORnUP(2).	 C/C TAPES N AV E PEEN ORDEP FD RuT NOT PECFTVFO AS nF	 31 MAR 61
tyr FMP THE FOLLOW ING IM&MES:
o FP MATE LAT LO NG- DAY ww& * v	 TOP PO STATUS PDC FPO nG M0 T Tni;TM
I n ?55 26057 A -3n52 15430 0? 4-151 4 0-3 2 A Gm 3c	 0-;
10 C74 040176 -2827 162AS AAP-14450-3 2 A 40
IQ n75 041779
-1433 l y ^33 06Q-14470-3 2 A Gt^
4 121 2 ? 0 27c -3At" 18T52 11 R-1453 n-3 2 A rn
E
1 0 067 ?10 075 -3250 15405 1 4C -0124 0-2 2 A Ml 0 t	 0,^
73
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
P Q I MG TTY	 A G*011 0 (2) ^^^ ► TIC ► 1Fn
a Fa nATF LAT LING A AY h}rM1A	 TOO 0 0 STATU S PO C 	 Eoa	 0-! vO T 	 T;0'jT^
4 04P ?AOQ74 -3400 15- a 3 ,6155-03! 0 -2 2 A (;0 35	 n"
21 OAa 011474 -311 7 15030 156-031 4 0-2 2 0 A01
5 155 051176 -2710 1515 4 16?-IS1 4 0-3 2 A Gn 114	 it
19 052 061078 -?904 11138 163-030 A O-2 2 4 A/
19 042 071078 -3133 15740 164-03250-2 P. A G0/
19 OP4 081079 -3443 11038 164-14330-3 2 A 0
21 064 091078 -3335 14906 166-04010-2 2 A On 32	 0.4
21 074 101n7P -2!59 15343 167-15060-3 2 A 0
21 079 101n7P -3206 15213 167-15080-3 2 A O
1( , 064 141078 -24^4E 15 0 41 171-14420-3 2 A !?/
14 065 1 4 1074 -32 4 9 ISM11 171-14430-3 2 A 0/
21 039 131078 -2539 15051 173-15170-3 2 A 0
21 095 19117A -3114 19012 176-14360-3 2 A 0/
A 127 301078 -2614 16017 18 7-14370-3 2 A 60
21 1n7 06117A -3654 15023 I G4-15080-3 2 A 0
23 037 201179 -27 4 1 11129 2OA-1 4 24 0-3 2 A n/ V
23 033 20117A -33 47 154SP 201 -1 4310-3 2 A 0
23 002 111274 -3406 1605 4 223-1424n-3 2 A 0
19 060 161274 -3114 15437 234-03270-2 P. A Asi/ 4?	 01
l a 051 191?78 -3110 15402 231-1452n-3 2 A n/
19 014 271278 -2614 1515 Q 245-03330-2 2 A 10/ 113	 -04
14 104 291278 -3135 15229 247-14570-3 2 A 0
10 OA4 290179 -3251 15404 277-03260-2 2 A GO
19 164 290179 -33 45 1 4 943 274-03440-2 2 A GO 2S	 04
1S 013'241179
-3101 15734 27A-14330-3 2 A 0
11 14S 300179 -3632 15132 274-14530-3 2 A 0
5 132 02027 Q -3252 1SS23 242- 03200 -2 2 A On 10 5) 	 —04
9 000 030270 -3253 15050 293-03380-2 2 A 30 S6 -01
In 090 040279 -3011 15432 244-1441; 0-3 2 A GO
10 091 040274 -3617 15258 24 4 -14470-3 ?. A n
15 031 02n479 -2547 15255 341-03190-2 2 A GC 104 -34
NUN9F Q OF IMAGES PRIC O ITY A t GROUP(P_) • 36
G0 01 1P(3)s C/C TAOES HAVE BEEN RECEIVED 900 THE FOLLOWING IMAGESI
9 FP	 OATF.	 LAT
8 021 1SOS7A -3617
3 016 11067A -2531
9 090 220978 -3307
9 08A 220 478 -2700
3 153 24n478 -3359
3 1 47 25n97A -2959
A 105 27n678 -3313
A 103 270678 -2706
3 049 284675 -3320
3 087 2Pn67A -1716
3 074 300178 -3024
A 027 020774 -2649
2 POS O4 n7 7A -3341
2 203 04077* -2734
1 Q 1 4 0 050778 -3037
5 051 060774 -3612
In n 61 20na74 -3008
4 135 210A7A -3623
4 133 21Oa74 -3016
LnNG DAY 4w4m TOO PO STATUS 005 SOD O a 40 T T9UT4
14546 114-15520-3 2 A GOO SFC	 20 -?n 4 65
15021 046-03310-2 2 A ROQSECP 	 6 135
15431 057-03340-2 2 A GO DS	 00 00
15902 OS7-03350-2 2 A naS
15743 OS9-15000-3 2 a 30QSECP 	 6 IOS
15410 060-15170-3 2 A 3OPSEC
	 S3 07 4 115
16102 062-03270-2 2 A GOOSFC O
	3 95
15432 162-032 00-2 2 A GORSECP	 3 115
15631 063-03450-2 2 A GORSECP 3 10n
15501 063-03470-2 2 A GO QSFC O
 114 -14 3 125
15533 n65-15100-3 2 A GOPSFC0 54 04 3 115
11100 067-03220-2 2 s GO OSECP	 3 IiS
15334 069-03560-2 2 A r3A D SFC	 3 120
15204 06Q-03590-2 2 A GO DSECP	 3 120
1%702 a70-lSO4O-3 2 A 5005
15102 071-1523 0-3 2 A OnQSF	 32 -O4 10 QO
1 97 5 7 116-0324 0 -2 2 s 4OPSFC	 Q 115
IS%02 117-03 440-2 2 A 4MCSFC	 4 05
15326 117-03470-2 2 A GOQSFCP 103 -ni 1 1?5
74
ORIGINAL PAGE !J
OF POOR QUAI 1'01Y
ea
PRTOZ IT v A W1 , 00) CoNTTN(lFb
P RR	 DATE	 LAT LONG bar Mwmm TPP 00 STATUS PGS EFk OF hhQT 	 TOUT4
11 136 220978 -3123 157 44 114-14540-3 L A GOQSECP	S 110
4 176 23097P. -3021 1S32A 119-15110-3 2 A GD05F.CP SR 04 5 IOS
4 177 230 0 7 A -3f29 15153 114-15130 .3 2 A GOPSE	 33 -0 45 S 90
10 226 24nA79 -2542 15002 1?0-152#n-3 2 A CPS
10 061 270879 •3200 15053 123-03500-2 2 A GORSFC JOS -02 7 105
10 06A 270A78 -2714 16014 123-14460-3 2 A GOPSEC 	 9 100
In 069 2TOST A -3322 IS944 123-14470-3 2 A 30RSEC	 9 100
11 008 020978 -3#30 1 4950 125-0 4090-2 2 A ORS
14 065 210478 -2645 1S+N34 148-03200-2 2 A GORS	 54 -07
19 075 220978 -3454 150 4 1 144-143SO-3 2 A ORS
4 1 44 230979 -2716 15 4 02 ISO-14510-3 2 A GORSFC	 6 120
S 036 24A978 -3037 IS234 141-15100-3 2 A NORSE.	 53 11 12 JOS
S 037 240079 -3444 15103 1S1-15110-3 2 A WI PS	 34 05
4 23A 2SO47F -365 14625 1S2-15300-3 2 A GnPSEC	 20 -OS 6 SS
4 244 260978 -323» 15 426 153-03200-2 2 A GORSEC	 6 100
4 242 260078 -262P 1575e 153-03220-2 ?. A GOPSEC	 6 130
17 1 4 0 270978 -3307 15502 154-033xO-2 2 A ORS
17 13 A 27007A -7701 15333 1S4-03 400-2 2 A ORS
I's 057 280979 -2607 1504S 155-1 444 0-3 2 A ORS
A 102 29097P -3009 1S413 ;S6-15030-3 2 A GORSFC	 57 09 6 100
11 020 290078 -3030 15407 IS,x-ISn30-3 ? A 000	 S7 11
A 1 Q 3 24 097 A -1615 15237 154-15050-3 2 A GOPSEC	 35 01 6 45
11 921 290478 -1637 15231 156-15050-3 2 A 04R	35 -01
11 025 300078 -3117 14921 IS7-15220-3 2 A nPS
S 212 031070 -3312 15201 160 .03490-2 2 A GnPSE	 36 OS 10 175
R ?In 031078 -2707 15030 160-03510-2 2 A AOP5FC 104 0& 10 135
10 062 041078 -3529 14A0 4 161-04070-2 2	 GODS	 35 0?
5 156 041070 -3317 15023 162-151SO-3 ?. A MRSE 	 1.+2 05 12 Q5
22 07S 0810TP. -3243 15327 16S-03430-2 2 A GOBS 	 2S 07
22 073 0AI078 -2637 IS1S6 145-03440-2 2 A SOPS	 S1 -02
10 116 091078 -3201 IS6 4b 166-14500-3 2 A OPS
17 142 13107F -2519 15324 170-033 AC-2 ? A SOP S	 S2 -04
A 021 191078 -2726 150 45 175-034PO-2 ? A GORSECP S7 -n9 6 135
A 033 201078 -3001 14558 177-14530-3 2 A AORSECP 51 05 6 120
17 I1P 251n7A -32 4 9 1 49 13 182-03570-2 2 A OPS
A 015 2S107E -3047 15729 192-1 4460-3 2 A GORSECP	 b 125
9 016 25107P -3653 ISSS2 142-14420-3 2 A CnRSFCP	 6 115
P 0 30 261078 -312? 15248 le3-150 4 0-3 ? A OMPSEC 10 0 04 6 125
1 0 251 271078 -2626 1642E 184- IS210-3 2 A OPS
11 106 301079 -2650 16008 147-143 0 0-3 2 A	 RSEC	 6 120
11 107 301076 -3257 IS43A 187-14390-3 2 A GOPSEC	 6 105
11 101 31107 0 -2632 ISS43 186-!4550-3 2 A ORS
19 047 011178 -3646 14837 1 44-15160-3 2 A LIPS
10 ?44 051178 -3620 ISS01 193-14500-3 2 A ORS
20 020 OA117A -2913 1SA07 196-03170-2 2 A CORS
17 129 101178 -2655 15904 1 00- 14410-3 2 A ORS
1 130 1411 74 -270 4 15422 202-03300-2 2 A 400SEC 118 -14 b 155
9 Ito 151170 -2625 16027 203-14360-3 2 A AnPSFC	 6 140
6 121 IS117A -:231 MS7 203-16360-3 2 A GOaSEC	 6 120
6 11f 2 6 117P -?153 15 8 12 ?12-03170-2 2 A SOPSPC	 6 140
23 1 QA ? 5 117A -3444 14045 213-1 4 250-3 7 A nRS
# AA7 2 0 117A -3446 14452 717-030;0-2 ? A Gn O SFC	 n 125
A 904 29117 P -303 Q 15 0 15 217-0311 0 -2 2 4 AnkSFC	 6 135
I Q C5b 0?12 7 5 -3017 15423 220-1 6 5&0 -3 2 A OPS
10 171 061? T 6 -2623 15n2'A 22 4. 034?0-2 ? e 4n05	 113 -13
7 15? 06127A -2713 1 4 10 Q 224-1 4 2 0 '-3 2 a 0• n05EC	 A 135
75
L- -
ORIGINAL F''+. y
cwt .
OF POOR
041MOTTY
	 A nenUP(l) r # NIT1 1 11F!`	 5^
co	 nATr	 LAT L1":A ;)..r Nr,m " Tao Po CTATUS POS s» m a w4 T TQJT-4
7 1R3 n61278 -3324 1i0t4 2 ;04 -14340-3 P a r^OQSFC	 F 125
5 344 OAIP7P -2A54 13137 221-1504n-3 2 A (;M O SF.	 S2 n+ 10 135
3 301 121?7A -2A07 15419 230-14400-3 2 A r,ORSFC 	 9 170
11 n !K A 191278 -2527 154 40 237-150 40-3 ' A 3oP SF.0 102 Ci 6 160
	
11 OS9 191278 -3229 1 4410 237-15110-3 2 4 flocSFC	 44 01 6 125
14 011 211278 -3215 1562 7 234-03200-2 2 A 045
	
1 4 011 211278 -2A09 1S4S7 234-03220-2 2 A GoQS 	 45 -02
23 046 221278 -33S? 15928 240-142PO-3 2 A AAS
23 016 261278 -3252 19404 2 4»-03 30-2 2 A A04S
	
23 014 261275 -2646 15437 244-03150-2 2 A GnaS 	 109 -u5
14 039 3012 75 -3359 1 . 122 2 49-13150-3 2 A nag
	10 468 040270 -2954 16022 244-02SAO-2 2 A GOPSFS	 7 145
NI)MSFa OF IMAOf4 PC? Io I TY A• 00000 0) = 47
N11MA 90 OF I MAGF% DRIOCIT Y As 205
P•^.. .
^S
76
Ic^
OPi,.
k
	
cw
PRInOITY R
THFCa I M ACZES AQE ncSIDARLE Fna LONA TFP M AI M S OF PCM-051.
I M AGF STATUS DATA AOF DIvtnED INTn THPF V GPn(ipc FnR THIS PRIOFITY.
TNFSF 00011PS APE FOR CCT DATA WHICH (1) NAVE NOT YET BEEN OaDERE09
(?) SAVE PEEN ORDERED RUT NnT YET RFCEIVtO AND (3) HAVE PEEN RECEIVED.
STAT( l5 DATA CAN RF INTERPRETED AS FOLLOWS:
	 "G"= GRID MADE• "0"= CCT
OOOFPil) PY US. "C" IN COL 2 I NDICATES ORDER By CSIRO CPONULLA• "R oss CCT
RECEIVED, 11 / 11 IN COL 3 INDICATES CCT UNAV A IL ABLE, "S"= I M AM%: STATISTICS
0S TAIKIEP. "E"= IMAGE ENHANCED DIGITALLY. "C
oo
	 COL 6)= CSIPO ENHANCED
PHnTO. T MAGF GENEF4TEt). uPu= ENHANCFD PHOTO. PRINTED.
	 TH S A95ENCE OF
APPROPRIATE LETTE RS INDICATES THE NEGATIVE.
G Q 0llP(1). C/C TAPFS HAVE NOT YET SEEN WEPED FOR THE FOLLOWING IMAGES:
a FQ	 DATF
	 LAT LONG DAY HHMM TPP PP. STATUS POS FOR OR FQT TRUTH
15 180 11057F -3F3? 15833 015-03460-2 1 9
16 024 120578 -3734 15011 016-14570-3 1 R
16 025 120579 -4340 15721 016-14590-3 1 A
15 165 13057E -4334 15113 017-04210-2 1 8
15 163 13157A -3729 14 924 017-04230-2 1 E
15 170 14057F -3902 1 4035 018-15340-3 1 R
15 233 2.0OS7R - 1.151 14251 024-04520-2 1 E
22 144 230578 -4439 15509 027-15050-3 1 2
10 126 250578 -4720 14602 029-04450-2 1 6
20 02P 290578 -4541 15125 033-04210-2 1 8
15 366 300578 -4734 14731 034-04390-2 1 9
22 039 06067 p -3743 16059 041-03340-2 1 8
10 151 100678 -4058 14357 0 45-04450-2 1 e
3 221 210678 -3639 14625 056-15 A -3 J-3P2 R
3 1 4P 250578 -3605 15236 060-15190-3P2
8 022 290678 -3122 15952 064-14520-3W2 P
10 208 01077$ -4023 14447 056-04370-2 1 R
P 122 03077° -3130 1573 4
 0F8-03390-2P2 3
19 076 0 4 0778 -4037 15950 069-14480-3 1 c
9 4F2 050778 -3722 15001 070-G4130-2 1 9
1Q 142 050778 -4246 15338 070-15070-3 1 9
2 05n 060778 -3007 15237 071-15210-30? y
5 052 060775 -4216 14916 071-15250-3 1 s G
	 26 00
?? 557 070779 - 1 213 14220 072-0 44FO-2 1 A
!R n58 070778 -3724 1 4610 OT2-15420-3 1 F
IA 059 07077.1 -4328 14420 072-15430-3 1 8
19 OP4 080778 -3726 160 4 1 073-03300-2 1 F
21 139 n90778 -4325 15929 074-144r0-3 1 E-
20  008 100778 -4513 15357 075-04040-2 1 0
20 006 100778 -3908 15204 075-04060-2 1 R
1A 110 110778 -4715 15007 076-04220-2 1 8
18 108 110778 -4111 14806 076-04240-2 1 9
17 409 12077A -4047 14326 077-044?_0-2 1 S
Q 467 120778 -4339 145 46 OT7-1536n-3 1 R
19 015 150778 -394 5 15754 OPO- 14520-3 1 S
1% 016 150776 -444P 15501 n?n-14540-3 1 K
9 417 l A 077A -4144 15?27 091-1S1!n-3 1 8
Q 42Q 17077P -4550 1 4 63P OP2-04330-2 1 F
0 433 17077 ►
 -4333 14722 0 32-15? a n-3 t a
0 n37 22077° -4203 1455Q J 4 7-04270-2 1 6
9 n4A 23n77 A
 - 1. 2 4 0 14444 OP9-154nn-3 I 9
77
ORGIAL PAGE 18
OF POOR QUALffy
0010F1TY
	
Q r Pn11R(1) Cl+ITI\lUE,)
f	 GI
Q cp nATE SGT LONG na y	 NH)Am	 Tory OJ STITUS POS	 FOJ	 0 2 MO T 	 Ts40T64
4 OO A 250778 -4407 15-419 0 4 0-03 4 40-2 1
9 nn6 250773 -3AO1 15628 090-03450-2 1 i
16 032 250778 -4257 15049 090-143 90-3 1 6
In 039 26077A -4257 15319 OQ1-04020-2 1 H
10 042 260778 -3A55 15632 091-1 4560-3 1 A
In 027 27077A -4230 14838 092-04200-2 1 4
In 041 270778 -4306 15044 O Q2-15150-3 1 g
10 607 280778 -4344 14600 093-15330-3 1 A
16 308 300778 -4238 15921 095-03370-2 1 3
10 154 31077A -3935 15403 096-1444 0-3 1 A
In 068 020 A 7A -4050 14511 098-04310-2 1 a
In 074 020AT8 -42SO 14754 098-15260-3 1 3
19 027 050978 -4213 1561 Q 101-03490-2 1 a
10 022 100978 -4653 15849 106-03400-2 1
In 020 100878 -3F 48 ISS55 106-03410-2 1 y
1Q ?10 120978 -4804 15010 104-04150 -2 1 9
21 017 12 n A79 -4 2 47 15114 10+x-15110-3 1 3
14 016 120 0 7! -431A 15103 108-15120-3 1 a
11 040 130A7! -4323 14530 10 0-15300-3 1 4
11 232 15OA7P -4 353 16009 111-03330-2 1 A
9 031 170878 -4 211 15332 113-0 4 090-2 1 ti
9 037 170978 -4237 15255 113-15040-3 1 9
4 159 180878 -4231 1 4 826 114-15220-3 1 A G	 19 -06
4 11 7 210PTP -4025 15947 117-14380-3 1 .4 u
In 015 280978 -4 321 15116 124-15080-3 1 ►+
11 010 020979 -4235 15038 129-04070-2 1 3
_8L 061 05047+3 -2642 15555 132-03?QO-202 9
10 017 060478 -4521 15730 133-03420-2 1 9
10 029 060978 -4632 15735 133-1 4 390-3 1 9
In 048 080478 -4300 14932 135- 151 4 0-3 1 P
10 on3 090978 -3958 1450 9 136-1531n-3 1 a
14 073 130978 -4708 15023 1 40-04120-2 ' A
19 071 130978 -4105 14!23 140-04136-2 1 3
19 069 210978 -3A55 15944 148-03250 .2 1 G
1Q 076 220978 -4100 15A57 149-1436.,-3 1 a
17 142 270978 -3911 15642 154-03350-2 1 8
s 136 290478 -3208 15817 155-14460-3P2 a
5 214 03107 A -3x16 1S341 160-03490-2 1 0 G
A 171 031078 -2709 16101 160-14370-302 E
9 172 031078 -3316 15930 160-14390-3 0 2 A
S 157 051078 -3422 14843 162-15170-3 1 A G	 43	 OQ
14 044 071078 -3738 15919 164-03230-2 1 a G
22 079 081078 -'-. , 0 15700 165-03390-2 1
22 077 081078 -3947 15507 165-03410-2 1 9
19 085 081078 -40 4 7 15455 165-1434n-3 1 8
21 066 091078 -3940 150 4 7 166-03590-2 1 9
1Q 117 091579 -3A07 15510 166-14520-3 1
21 076 10107 A -3912 15035 167-15100-3 1 8
21 077 101n79 -4416 143 4 3 167-15110-3 1 ►_'
19 067 141078 -4458 15437 171-14470-3 1 5
21 n96 191078 -3720 15335 176-14370-3 1 8
In 24 6 211079 -4029 14509 174-04210-2 1 5
17 121 251078 -3854 15053 182-03560-2 1 9
19 253 27107 A -3937 14620 1?4-15240-3 1 A
14 254 271n78 -4441 1442A 194-15260-3 1 Q
8 129 30107 A -3P25 15709 1 4 7-14410-3 1 A 6
i` 78
eA FA	 ntTE
F 137 311079
11 103 311078
? 139 311078
19 P q a 011179
19 269 051178
21 108 061178
17 132 101178
A 016 111176
6 017 111179
22 039 121178
11 01P 161179
19 018 161178
23 039 20117A
23 040 201176
21 116 21117A
2n Il g
 211178
14 536 22117A
22 059 221178
23 1°9 251178
21 308 261179
1Q 149 261178
E 033 011279
23 024 021278
19 058 021274
'Q 004 031279
7 112 051279
5 346 081278
19 129 141274
19 052 161278
7 0 13 101278
IQ n13 211279
23 n18 ?61279
19 02 n 271274
1 0 CIA 27127b
7 CnF 271279
14 105 201278
1 Q 040 30127?
23 055 ?11?7F
10 125 C1017Q
11 n26 n2017Q
11 C2 4 020170
I n 201 020179
10 ?Q 2 020179
1 A 012 03017Q
In 017 030179
10 OIA u30179
10 09A 040179
In 040 060179
In 031 07nl7Q
1 Q lo8 Opn179
1 0 106 o4017Q
IQ Ill Op017Q
19 112 OFn1T9
I Q 0?7 OQO1T9
10 03A C 0 0 17Q
10 12.6 100175
LAT
-3038
-3F43
-4247
-&250
-4225
-425e
-450Q
-3005
-3611
-3733
-4159
-4300
-3952
-4556
-4646
-4315
-4619
-4414
-4159
-4447
-4302
-2701
-4659
-4229
-:310
-2653
-4110
-4156
-3717
-3807
-3921
-3g5R
-4435
-3931
-3407
-3743
-4004
-3917
-4203
-4407
-3802
-3953
-4459
-4200
-3E18
-4423
-4104
-3900
-4226
-4525
-3421
—?7Oi^
-4313
-?o1C.
- 4c J!,
- & c: I
LONG
15444
15234
15121
14649
15315
14935
15401
15341
15206
14707
14910
15123
15917
15621
15205
15237
14720
14743
15859
15245
15403
14912
15020
15102
1461
15.14,
14._5
15225
14739
15405
15945
15701
1:508
16058
15052
14539
16113
15750
15357
15206
15643
15449
141444
15222
15029
14356
15x34
'5720
15131
14437
15422
15234
14" 7
14204
DAY Fd H04 v TPP PP
185-1 4 560-3 02 5
146-145 00-3 1 E
188-15000-3 1 F; G
1 AQ-15180-3 1 5
193-14520-3 1 A
194-15100-3 1 P
198-14460-3 1 a
199-15000-3P2 F
199-15010-3R2 A
200-15200-3 1 8
204-04020-2 1 9
204-14570-3 1 6
208-143?0-3 1 R
208-1434 0-3 1
209-03550-2 1 6
209-14510-3 1 9
210-04130-2 1 B
210-15100-3 1 9
213-14270-3 1 R
21 4-03500-2 1 R
214-14450-3 1 A
219-03 680-2 02 R
220-04010-2 1 R
220-14570-3 1 9
221-15150-3 1 k
223-032 4 0-2P2 R
226-150?0-3 1 P G
232-0426n-2 1 A
?36-14540-3 1 H
237-15120-3 1 4 G
239-03190-2 1 9
244-03120-2 1
245-032FO-2 1 6
245-03300-2 1 p
245-1421n-3R2 a
247-14540-3 1 R
248-15170-3 1 R
24Q-03050-2 1 9
250-03220-2 1 A
251-03390-2 1 9 0
251-03410-2 1 Q 6
25'
- --14346-3 1
251-14350-3 1 8
257-035x0-2 1 d
252-14510-3 1 9
252-14530-3 1 ?
253-04160-2 1 R
255-03150-2 1 A 0
256-1427n-3 1 Q
257-03''00-2 1 R
I
257-144 4 0	 1
257-144 riO-3 1 k
2 0E -15020-3 1 u
2SA-15n40-1 I M'
254- O L c60-2 I
ORIGNAL Pffil%IT
OF POCH 4^.
OPInaIT Y
 g OOM110(1) CQMTINI)FO 52
STATUS POS EPR 00 O PT TRUT'+
24 -01
13 - !15
30 -01
00 00
33 01
79
ORI(gNAL PAG xF IS
OF POOR Ql AL
DRI^R1TY A .P01 1 0(1) CINTI .Oj n
ST A TUS POc coo 02 moT TPl1TNa fo
10 131
in 13Q
10 066
11 430
15 313
f	 10 068
t	 1n 066
-	 9 051
9 052
1Q 061
10 045
10 043
10 050
19 153
9 019
9 020
11 234
11 232
19 n4
lP 051
5 126
20 139
19 151
10 OAR
10 086
1 0 168
19 166
14 010
14 008
11 146
1L 110
5 136
5 134
9 094
9 092
10 143
in 092
10 057
1n 063
10 218
10 026
14 n42
10 O56
11 244
10 076
15 161
15 159
14 134
1 4
 132T	 21 008
5 105
15 206
15 2?n
1 =+ 21S
1Q 041
1 2 053
DATE	 1,aT LnNI Ot y HH MIA Tao ao
100179 -30?g 14528 25 9 -15200-3 1 4
110179 -3P4f, 16041 26n-03020-2 1 A
13017 0 -3746 151?4 ?67.-03440-2 1 Q
140179 -4005 14733 263-04010-2 1 F
14017Q -4236 15028 263-14560-3 1 A
150179 -4717 14523 264-04170-2 1 ?
150179 -4114 14325 254-04190-2 1 8
150179 -3735 14727 264-15120-3 1 9
15n17 Q -4340 1 4537 264-15140-3 1 ?
170179 -3704 15728 266-031 40-2 1 y
18017 Q -d4 13 15506 267-03350-2 1 R
lAO 179 -3810 15316 267-03360-2 1 A
180179 -3928 15742 267-1 4 290-3 1 A
190179 -4216 14959 268-03530 -2 1 a
20017 9 -3826 1 4 955 269-15050-3 1 8
200174 -4431 14702 26x-15070-3 1 ?
230179 -4519 15623 272-032xO-2 1 A
23 17 0 -3916 1542 Q 272-03300-2 1 9
240179 -4 24? 15057 273-03470-2 1 4
240179 -4237 15302 273-16420-3 1 a
250179 -3932 14523 274-04060-2 1 4
250179 -4238 14427 274-15000-3 1 P
260179 -4158 14402 275-15100-3 1 4
28017Q -4500 15735 277-03220-2 1 4
290179 -3856 15543 277-032 40-2 1 9
290179 -4554 15318 279-03400-2 1 A
210Q79 -3951 15123 278-03&20-2 1 9
300179 -4655 1 4903 279-03580-2 1 9
300179 -4052 14705 279-04000-2 1 a
300179 -4237' 14946 279-14540-3 1 R
310179 -4255 14502 280-15110-3 1 4
020279 -4501 15555 ?42-03160-2 1 a
020279 -3P57 15702 292-03180-2 1 ?
030279 -4502 15 421 293-0334 0 -2 1 P
030274 -3PSd 1522 Q 233-03360-2 1 8
040279 -4306 1 4908 244-03530-2 1 a
040279 -4 222 15112 294-1 4 44 0 -3 1 9
05027 Q -4126 14402 295-04120-2 1 a
05027 0 -4 2 4 1 1 4 531 295-150 7 0-3 1 8
140279 -3849 15118 294-03410-2 1 R
191279 -4422 15435 2Q9-03330-2 1 9
200279 -4400 15113 300-14470-3 1 A
230279 -3907 15998 303-03090-2 1 R
240279 -4150 15526 304-03260-2 1 a
260279 -4350 1 4 705 306-04020-2 1 R
180379 -4434 15252 326-03340-2
180379 -3824 15101 326-033+0-2 1 q
190379 -4628 14ASS 327-03520-2 1 4
1Q03 7 Q -6 023 14701 327-03540-2 1 9
240379 -420; 14456 332-03470-2 1 9
300379 -4017 1452 4
 338-03560-2 : e
OR0479 -3+38 15250 347-03250-2 1 8
090479 -4620 150 4 7 3 4 4-03410-2 1 9
096:4J, Q -401 f+ 1 40 50 34?-0340-2 1 v
12047§'--3033 15404 351-03000-2 1 9
13047Q -4154 15528 352-031PO-2 1 a
G	 2? -25
G	 11 1i
G	 19 -03
G
I
39 -n5
r.,	 -OA -15
G	 18 -37
G	 19 01
80
ORIGINAL PAGE 18
OF POCK QuAL ,Y
POIOOTTv a GPOUP (1) rnNTlNUED 5
1.
STATUS POS FPO MA MO T TRUT ►4
15 12
4 FR DATE
1Q nc l 140479
19 O A 9 140479
14 049 230479
5 152 290479
5 148 240479
5 1 8 2 300479
19 006 010570
14 038 030579
10 2R4 040570
9 163 050579
LAT
-4447
-3p44
-4001
-4131
-2922
-4012
-3824
-3859
-4429
-4228
LONG
15143
1495()
15705
15411
15054
14910
14404
15416
15622
15109
SAY HHMM Tap PP
353-03350-2 1 8
353-03370-2 1 P
362-030P.0-2 1 8
36 1?-032nD-2 1 R G
368-03240-282 8
369-033Q0-2 1 4 P
370-0358.0-2 1 0
372-02570-2 1 H
373-03140-2 1 6
374-03330-2 1 9
NUMRF 0 OF IMAGES PR In o I TY A • GROUP (1) s 215+
G Pn(IP(2). C/C TAPES HAVE BEEN ORDERED BUT NOT RECEIVED 6'.S OF 31 MAR 61
FOR THE FOLLOWI k'S IMAGES:
B F4 04TF LAT LONG DAY HHM ?A 	 TOP PR STATUS POS EPR OR MRT TRUTh
A nOE 17067P -3422 15445 052-03390-3 1 a GO
8 113 230578 -4650 15920 n5A- 1 4 450 -3 1 9 GO 00 00	 4	 65
10 0 4 6 16OP75 -3837 15359 112-03520-2 1 P CG 22 13
10 015 06OQ70 -3917 15536 133-03440-2 1 a Gn
4 2 46 260978 -3839 16108 153-03180-2 1 9 90
P_ 0L 4 2PO978 -4004 15225 155-035 4 0-2 1 g GO 22 -09
NUMQFP OF I M AGES P P I O O T TY F3 9 GPOUP ( 2 ) =	 6
r.00()P(3). C/C TAPFS HAVE REEn, PECEIvED FOP THE FOLLOWI NG IMAGES:
LONG
14519
14920
15710
15514
15609
15413
15355
15332
15241
15701
14J322
1-3649
15Q41
15749
15607
15426
15005
14656
15231
14630
15253
15407
15582
1SA01
15140
14744
14744
R FP	 DATE
	
LAT
3 26T 20n67R -4014
8 ?44 200578 -4216+
P 204 040778 -4550
P 2n7 040776 -3446
2 003 100779 -?940
2 Ono 100778. -454-1
11 132 21077A -4210
10 313 310778 -3P22
2 043 010476 -4211
In 051 llnR78 -3845
11 004 180 A 7? -4242
4 137 21nR78 -4228
1 4 130 21OA7A -4044
4 118 210 a 7R -4430
220876 -:730
4 123 22A a 7A -4306
4 178 23087F -4?34
In 228 240470 -3756
I n 063 270878 -3905
4 017 290 0 7P -43?5
4 235 07197A -4r-17
4 ? 4 1 07097 E -45A
4 P12 I? no 7 A -4143
4 n35 17n07A -3921
11 CCQ 2An 078 -3731
A 151 3n AO T A -3770
11 C26 30n97P -3723
DAY Mmmm
 TOO PP STATUS POS FPP 08 MRT TRUTH
055-0 4 330-2 1 6 GO QSECP	 6 65
055-15270-3 1 a GORSECP 12 -07 5 70
06 Q-03530-2 1 Q GORSEC	 4 25
069-03550-2 1 4 GOPSECP	 3 70
075-1450 0-3 1 3 SORSFCP	 3 65
075-15010-3 1 3 GO OSEC	 4 35
0 616-15040-3 1 9 GORSEC	 9 55
096-03560-2 1 y GORSEC
	 24 10 8 4o
n97-15080-3 1	 600	 13 -12
107-1 4520-3 1	 GORSE
	
12 1-5
114-15220-3 1 a GOaSFC	 20 -05 4 30
117-0344 0-2 1 4 SORSEC	 4 45
117-1 4 3 p n-3 1 R ORSECP	 5 55
117-14400-3 1 a GOPSFCP	 5 25
11P-14550-3 1 R	 RSECP	 5 50
118.-14570-3 1 B GORSEC 	 4 35
119-15150-3 1 3 CORSECP ?3 -03 5 35
120-1531C-3 1 H GOQS
	 39 -07 11 65
123-03560-2 1 R GOPSEC	 T 75
125-15270-3 1 5 GORSEC	 15 -0%+ 4 40
134-04000-2 1 A GORSFC G	5 45
134-145f,0-3 I A A005cCc	 5 35
13?-144 0 0-3 1 R CO O SECP	 5 bO
144-14420-3 1 a AOPSFC	 6 40
154-03550-2 1 A	 RcFC	 a 105
157-15?30-3 1	 c GnPSFr
	 31	 o ;' 5 e4
157-15230-3 1
	 + r0 4r	29 -01
81
ORIGINAL PltP3E IS
OF POCK Ql. 11"I
:01 1 01TY A 600UP(?) CONTIvU'n
LIMA
14441
15111
14240
15658
15042
15733
15719
15441
15 54 1
15419
14746
14731
14549
15243
15434
14952
a co	 naTC	 LAT
1^+3 n=1075. -4010
a 031 261078 -3728
8 041 ?71078 -4206
11 102. 301078 -3Q02
11 104 311078 -4447
6 142 141178 -3917
6 122 I51178 -3837
1 084 18117P -4317
6 137 191178 -3842
7 039 11127 A -4520
7 510 131278 -4423
11 oF0 191278 -3836
5 159 100279 -4046
IO 024 190279 -3217
10 0 4 5 2 4 0 ? 79 -?RSA
10 057 250279 -3819
^1Y 04Hr ' + TOO 00 STATUS COS cal Oi M O T -^i„T ►^
1 f^2-0424 -2 1 A O DSFC	 6 55
1^3-15060-3 1 4 GORSFC	 40 —01 6 115
1 0 4-0 4310-2 1 3 GORSEC	 6 70
1AT-14410-3 1 Q ORSEC	 6 60
188-15000-3 1 i ORSEC	 6 40
202-03270-2 1 8 GORSFC
	
6 75
203-14380-3 1 9 GORSEC
	 6 105
206-03010-3 1 9 GORSEC	 6 130
207-032:0-2 1 9 GOP
219-03430-2 1 8 GORSEC	 S i3O
231-040 70-2 1 ? GOPSFC	 6 50
237-15120-3 1 a GORSEC	 32 00 6 95
290-04050-2 1 8 GOPSEC	 26 -7.1 9 120
2Q4-03340-2 1 A GnPSFC	 2 & -21 9 115
304-0327 m-2 1 R GODS	 21 -22
305-03450-2 1 ;1 Gn Qc-FC	 20 -30 9 115
NIIMQFP OF I 14AGFS P91+^ O ITY P , GRO11P (3) = 43
1,10 1AQEP OF IMAGES PQIORITY 22 262
TOTAL NIUMPEQ OF I k4 4GFS LISTED= 717
82
